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SUMMARY
Humans are social beings that interact with others in their surroundings. In a public
space, for example on a train platform, one can observe the wide array of social actions
humans express in their daily lives. There are for instance people hugging each other,
waving to one another or shaking hands. A large part of our social behavior consists of
carrying out such social actions and the recognition of those actions facilitates our
interactions with other people. Therefore, action recognition has become more and
more popular as a research topic over the years. Actions do not only appear at our point
of fixation but also in the peripheral visual field. The current Ph.D. thesis aims at
understanding action recognition in the human central and peripheral vision. To this
end, action recognition processes have been investigated under more naturalistic
conditions than has been done so far. This thesis extends the knowledge about action
recognition processes into more realistic scenarios and the far visual periphery. In four
studies, life size action stimuli were used (I) to examine the action categorization abilities
of central and peripheral vision, (II) to investigate the viewpoint-dependency of
peripheral action representations, (III) to behaviorally measure the perceptive field sizes
of action sensitive channels and (IV) to investigate the influence of additional actors in
the visual scene on action recognition processes. The main results of the different
studies can be summarized as follows. In Study I a high categorization performance for
social actions throughout the visual field with a nonlinear performance decline towards
the visual periphery was shown. Study II revealed a viewpoint–dependence of action
recognition only in far visual periphery. In Study III large perceptive fields for action
recognition were measured that decrease in size towards the periphery. And in Study IV
no influence of a surrounding crowd of people on the recognition of actions in central
vision and the visual periphery was shown. In sum, this thesis provides evidence that the
abilities of peripheral vision have been underestimated and that peripheral vision might
play a more important role in daily life than merely triggering gaze saccades to events in
our environment.
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Introduction - Human actions

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Human actions
1.1.1 Why investigate human actions
Aristotle once said ‘Man is by nature a social animal’. Indeed, the most dominant force
that influences our thoughts, behavior, physiology and neural activity is the need to
participate in our social environment. Our survival critically depends on other humans
and their behavior. Especially infants are highly dependent on the care of others and
require their help to learn about the world around them. Independently of direct
survival need, we like to be surrounded by friends with whom we can share our lives
and experiences. Obviously, evolutionary pressure has favored complex social behavior
in humans and therefore the development of suitable brain structures to process and
interpret it. As social beings we constantly engage in social interaction with other
people. Social interactions can be verbal, for example in a conversational setting, or they
can be non-verbal, like eye-contact between two people or the mere observation of
another person’s body movements. Immensely important for the perception of the
social environment are the human visual system and the auditory system. The human
visual system processes the information that is contained in visible light and interprets
the received signals. This way usually a clear and detailed image of the surrounding is
produced that enables the interaction with the environment. There are different types
of social cues that need to be interpreted for successful social interactions; one of them
is body motion. Interpreting the body movements of other people is a way to collect
information about their intentions and inner states (Blake & Shiffrar, 2007; Hugill, Fink,
& Neave, 2010; Troje, 2003) and allows the interaction with other people. For example,
in social interactions we need to be able to perceive and recognize another person’s
actions in order to be able to react appropriately.
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In the current thesis, the recognition of bodily motion was investigated, more precisely
social actions as revealed by body motion. In the following I will point out reasons as to
why the recognition of human actions is an important research topic. I will review some
of the existing literature on action understanding and introduce why I investigated more
specifically action recognition in peripheral vision in this work.
Visually recognizing the actions of another person is important for humans to
successfully navigate through their social and physical environment (de la Rosa, Mieskes,
Bülthoff, & Curio, 2013; Giese & Poggio, 2003; Giese, 2014; Rizzolatti, Fogassi, & Gallese,
2001). The ability to understand the intentions of others, expressed by their body
movements, is fundamental for human social behavior. Therefore, humans are highly
sensitive to the social cues that are conveyed by the movements of other humans
(Becchio et al., 2012; Becchio, Sartori, Bulgheroni, & Castiello, 2008; Johansson, von
Hofsten, & Jansson, 1980; Marina Pavlova, Krägeloh-Mann, Birbaumer, & Sokolov, 2002;
Pollick, Paterson, Bruderlin, & Sanford, 2001; Runeson & Frykholm, 1983; Sartori,
Becchio, & Castiello, 2011; Troje, 2003). Lacking this ability is proposed to be associated
with socially isolating mental illnesses, for instance autism (Iacoboni, Molnar-Szakacs,
Gallese, Buccino, & Mazziotta, 2005).
We are interested in the actions that are social and communicative and whose
recognition might be relevant for social interactions. The recognition of someone’s
actions is important for any human to be able to react appropriately. Whether a person
approaching has good intentions or bad ones, whether he or she wants to greet or to
perform an attack, in all, the identification of human social actions is crucial for
wellbeing and survival.
For the perception of another person’s actions, the human visual system is the most
important sensory input. When it comes to the behavior of others, visual information
can give us insights into both their active and inner states. In this context, the
recognition of human actions is crucial for our social functioning. Understanding the
recognition of actions is an important research area crossing the borders between
scientific disciplines from computer vision to neuroscience (Jhuang & Serre, 2007).
Humans need to be able to recognize actions under varying conditions, as for example

10
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changes in luminance, contrast, size, position, viewpoint and actor identity. Hence, the
representation of human actions in the brain must be coded in such an invariant manner
that accurate and reliable identification of the behavior of other people is possible
within complex and changing social environments (Barraclough & Jellema, 2011).

1.1.2 How are actions recognized
The ability to understand another person’s actions and to infer their intentions is
important for humans to successfully navigate through their social and physical
environment (Blakemore, Decety, & Albert, 2001; Call & Tomasello, 2008; C. D. Frith &
Frith, 2005; C. Frith, 2002; U. Frith & Frith, 2003; Gallagher & Frith, 2015; Kilner & Frith,
2008). Many accounts provide ideas and insights about the processes underlying action
recognition. For example, cognitive psychology and philosophy try to understand the
human cognitive mechanisms of action recognition, whereas cognitive neuroscience
focuses on the investigation of brain mechanisms underlying action perception. Last,
the fields of robotics or computational and mathematical neuroscience, involve research
on modeling movements or perceptual abilities (Gentsch, Weber, Synofzik, Vosgerau, &
Schütz-Bosbach, 2016). Despite the information gained by these different fields of
research, functional mechanisms and neural circuits proposed for action understanding
remain controversial (de Lange, Spronk, Willems, Toni, & Bekkering, 2008; Hickok, 2009;
Kilner & Frith, 2008; Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Saxe, 2005).
There are mainly three alternative accounts for the understanding of actions and
intentions. According to the first account, called theory-theory, people understand the
mind of others by applying a commonsense theory of the mind, as there is no direct
access to the mental states of others. With this basic theory of the minds of others,
people are supposed to be able to explain the behavior of others, their desires and
beliefs and are able to explain their decisions (Gallese & Goldman, 1998; Gopnik, 1993;
Przyrembel, Smallwood, Pauen, & Singer, 2012).
Second, the simulation theory or direct-matching hypothesis (Gallese & Goldman, 1998;
Goldman, 1992; Iacoboni et al., 2005; Oberman & Ramachandran, 2007; Rizzolatti et al.,
2001). Simulation theory supposes that actions of others are understood through a
direct-matching mechanism that matches an observed action to the motor
Laura Fademrecht - February 2017
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representation of this action using the mirror neuron system. Mirror neurons are a class
of neurons that are activated both when executing a specific action and when observing
the same action performed by someone else (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996;
Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Rizzolatti, 2005). In the brain, the rostral part of the inferior
parietal lobule and the lower part of the precentral gyrus as well as the posterior part of
the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) are the core regions of the human mirror-neuron system
(Rizzolatti & Craighero, 2004). If action recognition would be based purely on analysis of
visual input, action understanding would mainly be mediated by the activity of the
extrastriate visual areas, the inferotemporal lobe and the superior temporal sulcus (STS;
Rizzolatti et al., 2001). The fact that motor areas are activated as well during action
observation might lead to the conclusion that the motor system is highly involved in the
understanding of another person’s actions (Casile, Caggiano, & Ferrari, 2011; Iacoboni
et al., 2005; Keysers & Gazzola, 2010; Oztop, Kawato, & Arbib, 2013; Rizzolatti &
Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti, 2005; Sinigaglia, 2013). Kilner and colleagues (2007)
proposed an integration of the mirror neuron system within a predictive coding network
in the sense that actions and their intentions are recognized by minimizing the
prediction error along the different levels of cortical hierarchy, via reciprocal
connections between the different cortical levels. This predictive coding framework
considers a specific role of the mirror neuron system in understanding human actions
and their intentions and therefore might explain how humans can infer another person’s
intentions by observing their actions.
An alternative account often described as mentalizing (the ability to ascribe mental
states like intentions, beliefs and desires to oneself and to others, also referred to as
theory of mind) led to the visual hypothesis (Brass, Schmitt, Spengler, & Gergely, 2007;
F. P. de Lange et al., 2008; C. D. Frith & Frith, 2006; Liepelt, Von Cramon, & Brass, 2008;
Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009). The visual hypothesis describes
action understanding as a result of pure visual analysis of the main elements a human
action consists of (e.g. form, motion). Computational models provide a fundamental
understanding of the underlying processes of visual action recognition. Giese et al.
(2003) for example postulated a bottom-up controlled approach that is divided in a
dorsal and a ventral processing stream and which uses learned prototypical patterns for
12
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the recognition of human actions. These patterns can be considered to be snapshot
sequences of either body form (ventral form pathway) or of complex optic flow (dorsal
motion pathway). According to this action recognition model, both processing streams
contain hierarchies of so called neural feature detectors which process form features in
the ventral stream and optic flow features in the dorsal stream. The complexity of these
features increases along the hierarchy. This model explains the fast recognition of
human actions in a feed-forward hierarchy without the need of top-down influences.
This model has been mainly verified with locomotive actions (i.e. walking). Fleischer and
colleagues (2013) on the other hand move further than locomotive actions and consider
goal-directed hand movements. They developed a computational model of visual
processes that are at play when recognizing actions directed towards an object (e.g.
reach-to-grasp movements). Another computational model in line with the visual
hypothesis is provided by Lange and Lappe (2006). Here it is assumed that static
template cells of human walkers are used for a template-matching approach. The
processing hierarchy in this model is divided in two stages, a static form stage followed
by a dynamic form stage. At the static form stage, only form information is analyzed in
each frame. In this stage, the temporal order of the frames is neglected. In the dynamic
form stage, the global motion is processed and the frame order is analyzed. By this
integration of dynamic form information over time, an action sequence is being
recognized. In comparison to the approaches of Giese and Poggio (2003) as well as
Fleischer and colleagues (2013), where the processing of local motion signals is being
considered, for the approach of Lange and Lappe (2006) local motion signals are not
critical for the recognition of biological motion, since template matching can be
achieved by global form analysis. Later on, Theusner and colleagues (2014) proposed a
model that uses a combination of posture-selective neurons (encoding specific
postures) and neurons selective for body motion (encoding bodily action through the
sequence of body postures, based on standard motion detectors). This model is able to
show that standard mechanisms like spatio-temporal filters which are considered as
part of motion detection mechanisms, can be applied in a novel manner to acquire a
high-level analysis of human body movements (Theusner et al., 2014).
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Whether the activation of motor areas is a requirement for action recognition or not,
and whether visual and motor processes have the same importance for recognizing
human actions, has not been answered so far. Casile and Giese (2006) provide evidence
that motor learning of an unknown action, without visual input, directly influences the
visual recognition performance of the same action. de la Rosa and colleagues (2016)
investigated the interaction of visual and motor information for the understanding of
human actions, when they observe and execute actions simultaneously, as it usually
often happens in social interaction scenarios in real life. Their results show that when a
person observes an action and executes an action at the same time, the recognition of
actions mainly relies on visual mechanisms and is not influenced by their motor
representations. Only in passive viewing conditions (i.e. observing without executing an
action), contribution of the motor system to action recognition was found. The
interaction of visual system and motor system in the recognition of human actions is not
yet completely understood though and requires further investigation.
Research on visual action perception has mainly concentrated on visual perception in
central vision. However, in daily life situations, actions most often appear in a person’s
visual periphery. Investigating action recognition processes in central vision as well as in
the visual periphery might increase the understanding of action recognition mechanisms
that are at play in real life scenarios.

1.2 Peripheral vision
1.2.1 Why investigate the visual periphery?
The human visual field covers between 200° and 220° of visual angle horizontally and
150° vertically (Harrington, 1981). Foveal vision, where visual information is received
with the highest resolution, amounts to only 2° (in diameter) of the visual field
(Strasburger, Rentschler, & Jüttner, 2011). The remaining visual field (99%) is considered
as peripheral vision, where visual information is perceived with progressively lower
resolution with increasing eccentricity. Nevertheless, the neural processes underlying
peripheral vision - especially the visual abilities of the far periphery - are not well
understood and have largely been neglected in visual research.
14
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Input from the visual periphery is of high importance in daily-life situations as can be
inferred from the many problems people suffering from tunnel vision struggle with. For
example, these people have difficulties in crossing the streets, because they are rarely
able to judge a gap in traffic as being big enough for them to cross the street and are
therefore more insecure than people with intact peripheral vision (Cheong et al. 2008).
Peripheral vision also plays a role in the execution of reaching and grasping movements.
At the beginning of these movements, humans usually fixate the object they are trying
to reach while their reaching arm is visible in the visual periphery. Visual input about
arm’s position has been shown to be quite important for accuracy of these movements
(Sivak & MacKenzie, 1990). Moreover, occluding peripheral vision during locomotion
leads, among other effects, to a decrease in walking speed (Graci, Elliott, & Buckley,
2009). A loss of the peripheral visual field affects the representation of space as well.
For example, errors in objects’ placement and the estimation of an object’s location in
space, increase with decreasing visual field (Fortenbaugh, Hicks, Hao, & Turano, 2007).
In addition, input from the visual periphery is believed to have a large impact on the
perception of the emotional content of visual stimuli, especially the emotional content
of visual stimuli (e.g. fearful faces) in peripheral vision influences perception. Multiple
studies indeed found evidence of an unconscious or implicit processing for emotional
stimuli in peripheral vision (Bayle, Henaff, & Krolak-Salmon, 2009; Rigoulot et al., 2011;
Rigoulot, D’Hondt, Honoré, & Sequeira, 2012). Threat-related stimuli, for example
fearful faces, are quickly detected and are processed by a subcortical route involving the
magnocellular system (Bayle et al. 2009), which is essentially afferented by the
peripheral retina. All these studies indicate the importance of the visual periphery for
perception and action in daily life, despite the low resolution of the peripheral retina.

1.2.2 Physiological differences in central and peripheral vision
The fovea is a small part of the retina (about 1.5 mm in diameter) that is characterized
by a higher amount of cone cells and a higher density of ganglion cells compared to the
visual periphery (Shapiro, Knight, & Lu, 2011). The decline of visual acuity from the fovea
towards the periphery is well investigated (for comprehensive reviews, see Kerr, 1971;
M Millodot, 1972). Visual resolution drops off drastically with increasing distance from
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the fovea (Larson & Loschky, 2009). The reason for this degradation in visual acuity with
increasing eccentricity has frequently been ascribed to neural factors such as increased
receptive field size and decline in cone density (Michel Millodot, Johnson, Lamont, &
Leibowitz, 1975). The density of photoreceptors in the retina (especially cone cells) is
much higher in central vision compared to peripheral vision. Additionally, far greater
pooling of information from the individual photoreceptors by retinal ganglion cells
occurs in the visual periphery than in central vision, leading to a decrease of visual
resolution in the periphery. Many more cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and
the primary visual cortex (V1) represent central vision compared to peripheral vision.
This is called cortical magnification (Cowey & Rolls, 1974; Daniel & Whitteridge, 1961;
Rovamo, Virsu, Laurinen, & Hyvärinen, 1982). Small visual stimuli can be better
processed in central vision, whereas the same visual information must be magnified for
perception in the visual periphery to obtain similar recognition performance (Rovamo &
Virsu, 1979). In consequence people usually use foveal vision when trying to recognize
persons and objects (Larson & Loschky, 2009).

1.2.3 Receptive fields vs perceptual fields
Since the increasing receptive field sizes towards the visual periphery have been
associated with loss in visual acuity, understanding action recognition in peripheral
vision might be partly explained by receptive field size. Neurons recorded in the STS of
monkeys are reported to have large receptive fields that extent about 25° into both
visual hemifields and typically include the fovea (Bruce, Desimone, Gross, & Gross, 1981;
Perrett et al., 1989). However, little is known about receptive field sizes of action
sensitive units in humans. Although physiological measures of receptive field sizes of
action sensitive neural units would be an intuitive choice, they are hard to obtain in
humans. As an alternative, spatial sampling areas of action sensitive mechanisms can be
estimated using behavioral experiments (i.e. action adaptation paradigm).
The term receptive field of a neuron denotes its area of the visual field in which a visual
stimulus will influence the response pattern of a neural unit. The receptive field of a
ganglion cell in the retina consists of the input from the photoreceptors that build
synapses with it. Going further, a group of ganglion cells then denotes the receptive field
16
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of the neuron they are connected with in the visual cortex. Towards the visual periphery,
the average size of the receptive fields increase (Hubel & Wiesel, 1965; Wilson &
Sherman, 1976). Receptive field sizes scale not only with increasing eccentricity, but
scale also along the hierarchy of the visual pathways in the brain. Hence, neurons in
higher processing areas in the brain pool information from multiple cells of the lower
processing stages (Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011; Giese & Poggio, 2003) and their
receptive size increases accordingly.
A perceptive field is considered to be the psychophysical correlate of the physiologically
determined receptive field (Neri & Levi, 2006; Spillmann, 2014; Troscianko, 1982).
Perceptive fields are behaviorally measurable as opposed to receptive fields for which
physiological measurements are required to determine their size. The term was first
introduced by Jung and Spillmann (1970), linking neural functioning to perceptual
properties. It is assumed that perceptive fields are the summation of neural properties
of all stages in the processing hierarchy of the brain that an observer uses to perform a
certain visual task. Therefore, perceptive fields may be similar to one physiological
receptive field or to the summation of many, depending on the task requirements. For
example, for low level visual stimuli, like oriented bars or color stimuli, perceptive fields
might be quite similar to receptive fields (e.g. in size), whereas for high-level stimuli the
perceptive field might consist of the summation of multiple receptive fields. Hence, the
link between the concept of a perceptive field and receptive fields may or may not be
trivial, since perception is a complex process, involving different cortical areas (Neri &
Levi, 2006). In the case of action perception, perceptive fields most certainly include
rather a population of receptive fields than a single receptive field. In other words,
receptive fields measure the spatial sampling area of a single neuron, whereas
perceptive fields are the spatial sampling area for a population of neurons. Receptive
and perceptive fields are therefore not identical but might correlate with each other.

1.2.4 Actions in the visual periphery
In a crowded area, other people appear in our visual periphery. Accordingly, actions are
not only performed at our point of fixation but can appear somewhere in the visual field.
Therefore, perception of human actions in the visual periphery is immensely important
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for our social behavior as it allows us to respond to action events that happen outside
the central visual field.
Research concerning action perception in the visual periphery is limited to a few studies.
Thompson and colleagues (2007) showed that direction discrimination of biological
motion is possible in the visual periphery at 10° eccentricity. Nonetheless, when the
biological motion stimuli were embedded in dynamic visual noise, stimulus detection
performance was lower in peripheral vision compared to central vision. This indicates
that peripheral vision suffers from a deficit in segregating signal from surrounding noise.
Ikeda and colleagues (2005) showed that for biological motion stimuli, detection
performance in noise could not be equated between central vision and peripheral vision
(up to 12° eccentricity) by scaling of the stimulus size. Further, they showed that the
inversion effect (i.e. higher performance for upright biological motion stimuli as
compared to inverted stimuli) was not found in peripheral vision, but only in central
vision. They conclude, that processing mechanisms for biological motion stimuli are
focused on central vision. Gurnsey and colleagues (2008) on the other hand were able
to equate participants’ recognition performance of biological motion stimuli across the
visual field by scaling the stimulus size. Even at 16° eccentricity a similar performance as
in the central vision was achieved with a stimulus size of 20° visual angle, in a direction
discrimination and a walker identification task. Ikeda and colleagues (2013) investigated
in a different study the discrimination of walking direction of point light walkers
surrounded by two flanking walkers at 5° eccentricity. With decreasing flanker target
distance the discrimination of the walking direction of the central walker became
increasingly difficult due to crowding effects. However, with scrambled flankers the
crowding effect disappeared, suggesting that in the case of biological motion stimuli
crowding effects occur at a high-level of motion information processing. In the study of
de Lussanet and colleagues (2008) participants reported the facing direction of a
biological motion stimulus. Walkers facing to the right were better recognized in the
right visual hemifield (up to 20° eccentricity) whereas walkers facing to the left were
superior in the left visual hemifield. Since motor and somatosensory cortical areas
usually represent the contralateral side of the body and visual areas get input from the
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contralateral hemifield as well, they concluded that the hemispheric specialization of a
person’s own body map also represents the bodies of other people.
The commonality of these studies is that only the near visual periphery has been
examined. In order to understand the contribution of the visual periphery to visual
perception larger eccentricities need to be investigated as well. Many questions arise
when we consider the far visual periphery. Are humans able to recognize actions in their
far visual periphery or is this part of the retina devoted simply to the detection of events
and initiating gaze saccades to the periphery? What aspects of an action can be
perceived in the periphery? Can people only perceive the emotional gist of an action or
the broad category the action belongs to or is the visual information provided by the
peripheral retina, sufficient enough to identify the action in the periphery? Since motion
information is one of the key components of human actions, in the following, amongst
other things, it will be argued that the dynamic nature of human actions might be of
special importance for action recognition in the visual periphery.

1.2.5 Important factors that might influence action recognition in the
periphery under realistic viewing conditions
1.2.5.1 Motion perception in the visual periphery
Previous research provides evidence for a difference in motion processing mechanisms
for central and peripheral vision (Cormack, Blake, & Hiris, 1992; Lewis, Rosén, Unsbo, &
Gustafsson, 2011; Traschütz, Zinke, & Wegener, 2012). For example, motion perception
in the periphery is tuned to lower spatial frequencies and higher speeds compared to
central vision (Johnston & Wright, 1985; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1978; McKee &
Nakayama, 1984; Virsu, Rovamo, & Laurinen, 1982). Similarly, single cell recordings in
macaque cortical areas V1 and V2 also reveal that cells with foveal receptive fields prefer
slower speeds and those in the periphery prefer faster speeds (Orban, Kennedy, &
Bullier, 1986). In contrast to those studies, Lappin and colleagues (2009) reported
greater similarities of foveal and peripheral motion sensitivities as they found that for
speeds above 0.5 deg/s, motion detection thresholds were not correlated with
physiological factors that limit acuity in fovea and periphery.
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By definition, human actions are dynamic and evolve over time. At some point during
their actions, the actor may reach a pose that allows the identification of the action
independent of any motion information. We describe this pose as key-frame (de la Rosa
et al., 2013). Indeed, Lange and Lappe (2006) propose in their model of biological motion
perception that global form information is critical and sufficient for the correct
recognition of a walker. They state that the presence of local motion does not enhance
performance in a direction discrimination task. The model assumes a recognition of
static action snapshots that are integrated over time. Their assumptions could indicate
that in case of human social actions, static images of an action are recognizable when
they show a posture that allows identification of the action (key-frame). The ability to
use key-frames to recognize human actions has been confirmed behaviorally,
physiologically, and was part of algorithms for computer vision (Carlsson & Sullivan,
2001; Coulson, 2004; Jellema & Perrett, 2003; Laptev & Pérez, 2007; Sullivan & Carlsson,
2002). Nonetheless, whether action recognition mechanisms rely mainly on form or
motion information or require both equally, is still highly controversial. The view that
action recognition mechanisms rely mainly on form information (Beintema, Georg, &
Lappe, 2006; Beintema & Lappe, 2002; Bertenthal & Pinto, 1994; J. Lange, Georg, &
Lappe, 2006; J. Lange & Lappe, 2006) is challenged by the view that biological motion
perception is mainly driven by integration of motion signals (Casile & Giese, 2005;
Fleischer et al., 2013; Giese & Poggio, 2003; Neri, Luu, & Levi, 2006; Theusner et al.,
2014).
However, is the presence of motion information helpful for the recognition of human
actions in the visual periphery? It has not yet been investigated whether motion
information is the key to recognizing actions or whether key-frames are sufficient for
action recognition in the visual periphery. This is one of the questions that I will
investigate in this thesis.

1.2.5.2 Crowding in the visual periphery
The term crowding refers to a deleterious effect on recognition of visual targets due to
the presence of other objects next to the one to recognize, presumably caused by the
decline of visual acuity towards the periphery (Levi, 2008; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Whitney
20
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& Levi, 2011). Crowding limits visual perception and recognition throughout most of the
visual field outside of the fovea and impairs the ability to recognize and respond
appropriately to objects and actions in clutter (Ikeda et al., 2013; Whitney & Levi, 2011).
When participants are able to recognize a single small letter in their visual periphery,
they have difficulty to recognize that letter when it is flanked by other letters. As
previously mentioned, receptive field sizes of ganglion cells increase towards the visual
periphery and two stimuli that are processed by the same receptive field are more
difficult to dissociate from each other. This could be one explanation for crowding
effects and could also explain why crowding occurs mainly in peripheral vision. Critical
for the occurrence of crowding effects is usually the critical distance between the target
and the flankers. Crowding happens when the target-flanker separation is smaller than
the critical distance. Bouma (1970) empirically determined the critical separation
distance for which crowding is reliably observed as half the eccentricity of the stimulus'
presentation location and with that formed a rule of thumb that has proven to be quite
reliable (Chung, Levi, & Legge, 2001; Kooi, Toet, Tripathy, & Levi, 1994; Toet & Levi,
1992).
Despite a great deal of research, the mechanisms underlying crowding are not yet fully
understood (Levi, 2008; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Whitney & Levi, 2011). Flom and
colleagues stated in their early work (Flom, Weymouth, & Kahneman, 1963) that the
distance over which spatial interaction occurs depends on the size of the receptive fields
that are involved in the recognition of the target. In the visual periphery, larger receptive
fields are found compared to central vision and this scale shift might result in larger
crowding distances. Crowding is different from other seemingly similar phenomena, for
example masking, lateral interaction and surround suppression. These phenomena are
distinct from each other, possibly relying on different neural processes (Levi, 2008).
In action recognition, crowding has been studied in the context of biological motion with
point-light walkers (Ikeda et al., 2013; Thornton & Vuong, 2004). However, little is
known about the effect of crowding on the human ability to distinguish different actions.
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1.3 Aim and structure of the thesis
In the following, I will highlight the aim of the current thesis and explain the main
purposes for the four studies that are part of the thesis.
Although the literature provides already a lot of information to understand the
recognition process for human actions, the investigation of human actions usually takes
place with rather simplified or reduced stimuli. These stimuli range from pictures or
videos of a single movement or even of a single body part (i.e. the hand) to biological
motion stimuli that consist mostly of motion information only. With these kind of stimuli
researchers gained deep insights into the recognition process of human actions.
Investigated were the recognition of the actor’s identity (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977;
Loula, Prasad, Harber, & Shiffrar, 2005), intention (Runeson & Frykholm, 1983) or sex
(Barclay, Cutting, & Kozlowski, 1978; Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977). This research already
shows quite impressively that humans can use another person’s body movement to
make various judgments about this person. When including form information people
often reduce their stimuli as well to a level where mostly only one body part is seen, for
example in the investigation of hand actions (Barraclough, Keith, Xiao, Oram, & Perrett,
2009; Fleischer et al., 2013; Iacoboni et al., 2005).
Differences between desktop and real life visual conditions invite the question how
action recognition processes perform under real life conditions. The advantage of
desktop experiments is that researchers have full control over the experimental
manipulations and therefore can directly relate the observed effect to the experimental
conditions. Although these studies give important insights into the recognition of human
actions and lay the groundwork for understanding the underlying processes, researching
action recognition with highly reduced stimuli is very far away from the perception of
human actions in real life. The quality of an experiment is denoted by its capacity to
demonstrate cause-effect relationships. Therefore, the experimental conditions must
eliminate all other possible causes, which often results in overly artificial situations far
away from real world experiences and hence lacking generalizability and ecological
validity. In order to understand the mechanisms underlying human action recognition in
real life, one must consider the conditions under which action recognition usually
22
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occurs. When recognizing the potential shortcomings of laboratory experiments with
widely reduced stimuli, experimental designs can be developed that enhance the
usefulness of lab-generated data. In order to step into this direction, several aspects
need to be taken into account like for example, the fact that actions might occur in any
area of the visual field of view, the fact that actions need to be categorized in real life
instead of being only detected and that actions can be seen with different orientations.
This thesis consists of three studies that investigate different aspects that might play a
role in human action recognition in the visual periphery. The aim of this dissertation was
to advance our understanding of action recognition processes throughout the visual
field under close to natural conditions. In order to move towards a higher ecological
validity, we investigated action recognition in central vision and the visual periphery
under more naturalistic conditions, by using life sized dynamic action stimuli that were
recorded from different actors and therefore contain the natural variation in movement
styles of different persons. Beginning with an exploratory study, I investigated the action
recognition abilities of the far visual periphery. Followed by a closer characterization of
the representation of peripherally presented actions in the brain, examining the
viewpoint sensitivity of action recognition processes throughout the visual field. In order
to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying neural processes that enable the
recognition of actions in the far visual periphery, in the third study I measured the
perceptive field size of action sensitive neural channels with a behavioral paradigm (i.e.
action adaptation paradigm). After having gained knowledge about the perceptive field
sizes in central and peripheral vision, in the fourth study I examined the relationship
between crowding and perceptive field size by presenting a crowd of people in the visual
field that surrounded the target actor, as it is often the case in real life situations.
The following part of the current thesis introduces and summarizes the different studies.
In the general discussion the results of the studies are discussed with respect to the most
relevant literature.

1.3.1 Study I
The aim of Study I was to gain first insights into the abilities of the visual periphery
concerning the recognition and categorization of human actions. In Experiment 1, we
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asked the question: What can we recognize about an action in the visual periphery?
Experiment 2 gives answers to the question: Does the recognition of actions depend on
the analysis of the kinematic content of the action? We investigated these four
questions using different recognition tasks and measuring the recognition performance
of social actions throughout the horizontal visual field using natural size human-like
avatars.
1.3.1.1 Categorization and recognition levels
Previous literature on action recognition mostly involved tasks that are not directly
related to the recognition of the action. Tasks that have been frequently used are for
example direction discrimination tasks (Barraclough & Jellema, 2011; Bertenthal &
Pinto, 1994; Gurnsey, Roddy, & Troje, 2010; Gurnsey & Troje, 2010; J. Lange & Lappe,
2006; Oram & Perrett, 1996; B. Thompson et al., 2007; Thurman & Lu, 2013) or action
detection in noise (Ikeda et al., 2005; Manera, Becchio, Schouten, Bara, & Verfaillie,
2011; Neri et al., 2006; Maria Pavlova & Sokolov, 2000; B. Thompson et al., 2007).
However, in situations of social interaction, it is quite important to correctly categorize
the other person’s action, which rests on the ability to tell different actions apart. For
example, only if a person is able to distinguish a high five action from a hitting action can
this person perform an appropriate response and either respond to the high five or
protect him- of herself from being hurt. Therefore, investigating action categorization
has more implications for real life conditions than action detection or direction
discrimination tasks. However, categorization is a rather complex process that has been
investigated mainly for objects. The recognition of an object occurs on different levels.
Take for example a table. Here the word table marks the basic level. The object can also
be described as furniture, which denotes a more general (superordinate) level or it can
be described at a more detailed level as a desk for example, which indicates the
subordinate level of recognition (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-braem, 1976).
In this line, it has also been shown that these three levels of recognition require different
amounts of visual information for the categorization process. Judging an object as being
a desk (subordinate level), for example, requires more detailed information about the
object than categorizing it to be a table (basic level; Rosch et al., 1976; Tanaka & Curran,
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2001). Therefore, the basic level is considered as the entry level, the word table comes
first in mind, before we recognize an object as a desk or as furniture.
Similar to objects, human actions can be recognized at different levels as well. A
handshake action can for example be described as a greeting or, on a more detailed
level, one could say it is a handshake (de la Rosa, Choudhery, et al., 2014). For the
description of these recognition levels, we refer to the specificity of the actions. This
means that for the more specific group of actions (e.g. handshake) we use the term ‘first
level’ and for the more general group of actions (e.g. greeting) we use the term ‘second
level’. Similar to the categorization of objects, the different action recognition levels are
associated with different recognition performance.
A handshake action can be described at a more abstract level as a positive action.
Whether the emotional valence indeed denotes a superordinate level of action
recognition is still an open question. However, there is no doubt in the importance of
the emotional valence of an action. Compared to neutral stimuli, emotional stimuli are
faster detected and drive more attentional resources. Due to their relevance for human
social behavior, emotional stimuli are expected to be detected quickly. The literature on
emotion processing provides evidence of fast emotional processing of visual stimuli
even if they are presented very briefly or even subliminally (Calvo & Esteves, 2005;
Dimberg, Thunberg, & Elmehed, 2000; Hermans, Spruyt, De Houwer, & Eelen, 2003;
Öhman & Soares, 1998). The differentiation between neutral and unpleasant stimuli
occurs early in visual processing as event-related potential (ERP) studies have shown
(70–120 ms after stimulus onset; see (Keil et al., 2001; Pourtois, Thut, De Peralta, Michel,
& Vuilleumier, 2005). These findings suggest a preferential processing of emotional
stimuli even when the emotional meaning of the stimulus is task irrelevant (Fox, Russo,
Bowles, & Dutton, 2001). Therefore, even if the emotional valence is not the equivalent
of the superordinate level in action recognition, this quality can still be used to recognize
different actions. The categorization in positive and negative actions might be already
helpful enough for initiating an adequate reaction, for example, in case of a negative
action, one can assume a threat and take precautions to avoid suffering. A correct
identification of an action in the visual periphery would enable promptly planning the
appropriate action response. Therefore, in order to investigate the contribution of
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peripheral vision to human social interactions in Study I the action recognition abilities
of the peripheral visual field are examined.
1.3.1.2 Motion energy as a cue
Considering the difference in processing mechanisms for motion perception in central
and peripheral vision the question arises whether the motion information contained in
human actions naturally is an important key feature that is used for recognition. For
example, negative actions are usually executed fast. Therefore, these actions contain
mostly a higher amount of motion energy than most actions with positive valence. In
order to investigate whether motion energy is the main component of the actions that
participants use to categorize actions, the recognition performance for dynamic actions
needs to be compared to the recognition of static actions. In Experiment 2 of Study I,
the influence of motion information on action recognition processes in central and
peripheral vision was investigated by comparing the recognition of dynamic action
stimuli with recognition performance for static images.
In this study, I investigated participants’ action recognition performance throughout the
visual field in three categorization tasks. In a second experiment the role of motion
information was assessed by comparison of action recognition performance for dynamic
and static action stimuli.

1.3.2 Study II
Study II to characterize the underlying neural representations of social actions in the
brain. I examined one property that is commonly found for the perception of visual
stimuli, namely viewpoint dependency. Previous research shows that actions are
represented in a viewpoint-dependent manner in the brain (Daems & Verfaillie, 1999;
de la Rosa et al., 2013; Gurnsey et al., 2010; Jokisch, Daum, & Troje, 2006; Perrett et al.,
1989; Verfaillie, 1993). However, it has been suggested that the integration of visual
action information in the fovea differs from that in the periphery (Thompson et al., 2007;
Thurman & Lu, 2013). Therefore, we investigated the viewpoint-dependency of action
perception in central and peripheral vision.
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1.3.2.1 Viewpoint dependency of object and action representation
When we see other people performing actions, we are confronted with the actions from
many different viewpoints. Human actions are inherently three dimensional and can
therefore provide an infinite number of different views and due to their dynamic nature
they also provide different appearances along the time line. Although action recognition
needs to be very precise in order to correctly discriminate between different actions,
their representation needs to be robust enough to allow recognition from many
different viewpoints.
The discussion whether the representation of objects, faces and actions is viewdependent or not is still ongoing. On the one hand Biederman and Gerhardstein (1993)
postulate a structural-description theory according to which visual recognition is
viewpoint-invariant within a certain range of viewpoints provided that all of these views
show the same major component parts (geons) of the object and their qualitative spatial
relations. On the other hand, the image-based theory, introduced by Bülthoff and
Edelman (1993; Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992; Edelman & Bülthoff, 1992), argues for a
viewpoint-dependent recognition of visual objects. This theory suggests a viewpointdependent mechanism and encourages a multiple-view approach in the sense that
objects might be encoded as a set of view-specific representations, matched to percepts
using mental rotation or normalization procedures to transform the visual image to the
closest known view. In order to explain results from psychophysical experiments,
neurophysiology studies and computer vision, aspects of both theories have been
combined (Foster & Gilson, 2002; Tarr & Bülthoff, 1998). Many objects in daily life as
well as faces and human actions are usually seen from many different viewpoints and
people are well trained in their recognition. There is strong evidence that the recognition
of human actions is indeed viewpoint-dependent. Participants show a viewpointindependent performance in recognizing one’s own walking patterns whereas for other
individuals recognition performance was higher for frontal view, compared to halfprofile and profile view presentations (Gurnsey et al., 2010; Jokisch et al., 2006). Priming
stimuli seen from the same viewpoint as the test stimuli are more effective than mirrorimage priming stimuli (Daems & Verfaillie, 1999). Verfaillie (1993) examined the effects
of depth rotation using short-term priming with point-light walkers and were able to
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show that priming effects only occurred when the priming walker and the test walker
had the same orientation. Viewpoint-dependent recognition performance was also
found for social actions occurring between pairs of people (e.g. shaking hands; de la
Rosa et al. 2013). Physiological evidence for viewpoint-dependent recognition of human
bodies has been provided by Perrett and colleagues (1989), who used single-cell
recordings to localize cells in the temporal cortex that are only activated when seeing
faces or bodies from a particular viewpoint. These results indicate that the recognition
of human actions is viewpoint-dependent even though human actions are hardly
unfamiliar stimuli. In addition to these results, Caggiano and colleagues (2015)
measured local field potentials in monkey area F5, while the animal was presented with
goal-directed actions either from a first-person perspective (i.e. as if carrying out the
action themselves) or a third-person perspective (i.e. seeing someone else performing
the action). They found significant differences between first- and third-person
perspectives with a superiority of the first-person view. However, one cannot assume
that visual mechanisms identified in the fovea also apply to the visual periphery. Hence
viewpoint dependency could be different for foveal and peripheral vision.
1.3.2.2 Viewpoint dependency due to a feeling of engagement in social interaction
Different viewpoints could lead to different recognition performance because of the
social relevance of the stimulus. Viewing an action directed toward us (front view) might
facilitate our impression of being the recipient of the action (first-person perspective),
whereas when the action is seen as directed in another direction (e.g. profile view) it
might give a feeling of being a detached observer of an action that is directed
somewhere else (third-person perspective). This assumption rests upon the postulate
that social perception is fundamentally different in situations where we are part of an
interaction between people and situations where we represent an impartial observer
(Schilbach et al., 2013). However, it remains mostly unclear whether neural processes
are manipulated by the degree to which a person feels involved in social interaction and
also whether the neural networks involved complement each other or are completely
disconnected (Schilbach, 2010). Behavioral and neuroimaging results of Schilbach and
colleagues (2006) show that participants are biased towards giving socially relevant
facial expressions a higher rating when they were directed towards the observer and
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that neural activation show different patterns when the facial are directed towards the
participants than when they are directed elsewhere. Similarly, actions that are directed
towards an observer might be more salient than actions directed away from the
observer. This increase in saliency of an action when viewed frontally, may play an even
more important role for action recognition processes in the visual periphery.
In this study, participants’ action recognition performance was examined for six
different actions that were presented either in the front view or the profile view at
different positions in the visual field.

1.3.3 Study III
Study III examined the neural basis of action recognition in terms of perceptual field size.
Here, I used an action adaptation paradigm to selectively target action sensitive
perceptual channels and measure the spatial extent of the sampling area of action
sensitive processes (perceptive fields) at different positions of the visual field.
Like receptive fields, perceptive fields become larger with increasing eccentricity
(Ransom-Hogg & Spillmann, 1980; Spillmann, 2014). A receptive field consists of a
central disk, the receptive field center, and the surround, a concentric ring region around
the center. Results from experiments with monkeys show that perceptive field centers
(measured psychophysically) are about the same size as receptive field centers,
(measured with physiological methods; Spillmann, 2014). It is assumed that the
relationship between receptive fields and perceptive fields in humans is similar to that
in monkeys (Spillmann, Ransom-Hogg, & Oehler, 1987). Measuring perceptive field sizes
of action sensitive units gives insights into the perceptual processes that underlie the
recognition performance for social actions appearing in foveal and peripheral vision. To
that end, we made use of a well-established psychophysical tool, the adaptation
aftereffect, to measure perceptual fields.
1.3.3.1 Adaptation aftereffects
Exposing observers to a visual stimulus for a prolonged amount of time (adaptation) can
transiently change the subsequent percept of an ambiguous test stimulus. This effect is
quickly evident in the case of color adaptation for example. After adapting to a green
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square, a white square is perceived with a reddish tint (adaptation aftereffect).
Adaptation effects occur when the visual processes between adaptor and test stimulus
are shared (e.g. the pooled response across several color channels). Adaptation is
believed to alter the tuning characteristics of visual processes involved in the perception
of the adaptor. If these processes are partially shared between adaptor and test
stimulus, these alterations are passed on to the perception of the test stimulus thereby
changing its percept (Webster 2011). Systematic variation of the visual resemblance
between adaptor and test stimulus allows adaptation aftereffects to be used to assess
the tuning characteristics of visual processes. This method has therefore also been called
the psychophysicist's microelectrode (Frisby, 1979). Early work on visual adaptation
aftereffects focused on low-level stimulus properties such as color, motion, and
orientation (C.W.G. Clifford, 2002; Gibson & Radner, 1937; M. A. Webster & Leonard,
2008). However, in recent decades scientists have started to explore high-level
properties in terms of adaptation. Most of this research has focused on face perception.
For example, reliable adaptation aftereffects have been demonstrated for the
perception of facial characteristics, such as sex, attractiveness, ethnicity, and identity
(Leopold, O’Toole, Vetter, & Blanz, 2001; Rhodes, Jeffery, Watson, Clifford, & Nakayama,
2003; Rhodes, Lie, Ewing, Evangelista, & Tanaka, 2010; M. A. Webster, Kaping,
Mizokami, & Duhamel, 2004). These studies suggest that adaptation is not a unique
mechanism of the low-level sensory cortex, but can also target higher-level cortical areas
and therefore makes the investigation of tuning characteristics of high-level recognition
processes possible. Accordingly, adaptation paradigms have also been used for
examination of visual processes underlying action perception. Previous research in this
direction mainly focused on investigating the visual mechanisms regarding the
perception of gender (Jordan, Fallah, & Stoner, 2006; Troje, Sadr, Geyer, & Nakayama,
2006) and emotions (Roether, Omlor, Christensen, & Giese, 2009) from biological
motion, walking direction discrimination (Barraclough & Jellema, 2011) and weight
judgments with object-directed actions (Barraclough et al., 2009). Considering the fact
that action categorization is a highly essential process in social behavior that is needed
to identify observed actions correctly and performing an appropriate response, it is
peculiar that this high-level process has received much less attention. In fact, the visual
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mechanisms underlying action categorization are poorly understood. de la Rosa and
colleagues (2014) conducted the first study that uses the adaptation methodology for
the investigation of high-level influences on categorical action perception. Using an
action adaptation paradigm they were able to show that action recognition mechanisms
are modulated by social context. Participants categorized static images of ambiguous
actions that were rendered from a video showing the body posture transition between
a wave and a slap. By first showing a video scene with either friendly content (a person
waving) or a scene with hostile content (a person slapping another person), the authors
found that action adaptation aftereffects were modulated by social action context
(friendly or hostile) that preceded the action although the physical properties of adaptor
and test stimuli were unchanged. Their results suggest that action representations are
defined by preceding events, respectively actions, supporting the idea that action
categorization is modulated by high-level influences.
In Study III, the action adaptation paradigm was applied such that it allowed the
measurement of perceptive field sizes for action recognition. In theory, observing an
adaptation effect at a location in the visual field that is slightly different from the
location where the adaptor was presented, would indicate that both locations belong to
the same perceptive field of the neural population (also called action channel) that was
adapted to the action. If an adaptation effect at another location than the adapted
location is not present, we can deduct that this location lies outside of the perceptive
field of the specific action channel. In this study participants were adapted to an action
at one location and presented with the test stimulus at different locations in the visual
field to measure the spatial extent of the adaptation effects and with this the spatial
extent of perceptive fields of action sensitive neural channels.

1.3.4 Study IV
Study IV investigated whether action recognition processes in central and peripheral
vision are influenced by the presence of other people in the visual scene. As previously
mentioned, one explanation for crowding effects is that two stimuli that are processed
by the same receptive field are more difficult to dissociate from each other. A visual
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scene, cluttered with multiple actors thus could influence the perception of the actions
of a target actor.
In real life situations, acting humans are usually not alone but we see them often
surrounded by other people performing different actions. Therefore, stepping towards
a higher ecological validity requires examining the potential interference caused by the
presence of other actors on the identification of the action of a target actor. In Study IV
we investigated the influence of a crowd of people on action recognition processes using
an action adaptation paradigm and an action recognition task. Adding in the scene
individuals that perform various actions while standing close to the actor, could induce
the well-known crowding effect, especially in the visual periphery. The deleterious effect
on visual recognition of objects and actions due to a cluttered surrounding is described
as crowding and is believed to be caused by the well-established decline of visual acuity
towards the periphery (Levi, 2008). The effect of crowding on the perception of
biological motion has been studied using point-light walkers. Using a direction
discrimination task, Ikeda et al. (Ikeda et al., 2013) showed that crowding occurred only
with walking flankers but not with scrambled ones. This indicates that crowding of
biological motion is a high-level effect. In the experiment of Thornton and Vuong (2004),
where participants were asked to discriminate the walking direction of the central
walker while ignoring the flankers, they found that biological motion can be processed
passively in a bottom-up fashion and therefore the flankers’ walking direction influenced
the perception of the target stimuli’s walking direction. Investigating the influence of
crowding on the human ability to discriminate different actions denotes a next step in
the investigation of crowding effects on daily life perception. Applying clutter in the form
of additional actors in the visual scene allows to investigate the degree to which visual
clutter in the scene negatively impacts the visual processes underlying the ability to tell
different actions apart. In this study, the influence of a crowd of people on participants’
action perception was investigated using an action adaptation paradigm and a
recognition task.
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1.4 General discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the recognition of social actions throughout the
visual field under more naturalistic conditions than has been done before. To move
towards a more realistic testing environment, I used a virtual reality setup that allowed
the presentation of moving life-size human figures that were presented anywhere over
the entire horizontal visual field. The use of life-size stimuli enabled the investigation of
properties of visual action recognition processes close to real life situations. When
increasing the realism of experimental conditions, there is usually a trade-off between
maintaining a highly controllable setup and a less controllable realistic environment.
Some researchers switch to field experiments, because they argue that this might be a
good way of increasing the ecological validity of their studies. In field experiments,
researchers investigate participants’ behavior outside of the laboratory, in a natural
setting. The participants in a field experiment are sometimes even unaware that they
are in fact part of an experiment. Some researchers argue that the external validity of
such an experiment is high because it is taking place in the real world. However, as realworld settings differ dramatically from each other, findings in one real-world setting may
or may not generalize to another real-world setting. Field studies sometimes lack
internal validity due to the fact that there are usually many factors that cannot really be
controlled. Laboratory-generated data on the other hand allow to make strong
conclusions from the acquired data but are quite artificial and lack ecological validity. In
order to bridge the gap, I used a virtual reality setup. Virtual reality allows to move
towards more realistic conditions without losing the advantages of a completely
controllable experimental setup and therefore increases the generalizability of
experimental results to real life situations.
Study I of this thesis was conducted to gain first insights into human action recognition
abilities in far visual periphery. Because of the decreasing visual resolution with
eccentricity, the visual periphery was mainly believed to be important for triggering gaze
saccades towards suspicious events in our visual field. The results of Study I prove the
contrary. Here, a surprisingly high recognition performance was found for social actions,
even up to 60° eccentricity. Moreover, participants did not only perceive partial aspects
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of the action but received enough visual information to identify actions that were
presented in their visual periphery. Most astonishingly the recognition performance did
not decrease compared to central vision up to 30° eccentricity but built a plateau before
decreasing with higher eccentricities. This indicates that the action recognition abilities
in peripheral vision are very similar to foveal performance for a wide range of
eccentricities. The relationship of recognition performance with eccentricity turned out
to be nonlinear. This nonlinearity stands in stark contrast to findings for object
recognition at such far visual eccentricities (Jebara, Pins, Despretz, & Boucart, 2009;
Thorpe, Gegenfurtner, Fabre-Thorpe, & Bülthoff, 2001), where a linear decline of
recognition performance with eccentricity was found. I suggest that these differences
between my results and the previous research on object recognition in the visual
periphery might result from motion information contained in our action stimuli, as the
objects were presented as static pictures in the studies of Thorpe and colleagues (2001)
and Jebara et al. (2009). This idea was investigated with Experiment 2 of Study I. Here, I
compared the recognition of dynamic actions with the recognition of static images of
the key-frames of the actions. The results showed a nonlinear relationship between
recognition performance and eccentricity for both dynamic and static actions. This
finding leads to the speculation that the underlying processes involved in action
recognition might differ from object recognition processes.
Study I provided first insights into action recognition abilities of the far visual periphery,
leading to the question arose whether the underlying processes of action recognition
are different for central and peripheral vision. Previous research has already suggested
that the integration of visual action information in the fovea differs from that in the
periphery (Thompson et al., 2007; Thurman & Lu, 2013). For a deeper understanding of
the non-linear action recognition performance in the periphery I examined the neural
underpinnings of action representations in the brain. These aspects are described in the
following.
In Study II, the viewpoint-dependency of action recognition processes was investigated.
Actions were presented to the participants either in the front view or in the side (profile)
view, ensuring different perspectives of the actions. The results showed shorter reaction
times for actions seen side on, in far periphery from 30° eccentricity on. In central vision
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the action recognition performance was viewpoint independent. Research in central
vision provides evidence that action recognition processes are viewpoint-dependent
(Daems & Verfaillie, 1999; de la Rosa et al., 2013; Gurnsey et al., 2010; Jokisch et al.,
2006; Verfaillie, 1993). However, the experimental conditions of the aforementioned
studies were far less realistic than the stimuli and setup used in my experiments. One
could argue that any differences between the results might be owed to the amount of
realism in the provided viewing conditions, for example the stimulus size.
The side view of the stimuli we used in the study provided more visible motion
information. This could explain the viewpoint-dependency of the visual periphery in
terms of a need for more visual information, as provided by the side view of the tested
actions. Therefore, despite the high action recognition performance of the peripheral
visual system, compared to the fovea, peripheral action recognition processes benefit
from additional visual information, which could explain the differences found for the
different viewpoints.
The processing of visual information is strictly tied to the physiological properties of the
visual system (e.g. receptive field size, distribution of photoreceptors in the retina,
cortical magnification). We know that the visual periphery is characterized by a
decreasing number of cone photoreceptors, a decreasing density of ganglion cells and
increasing receptive field sizes. Increasing receptive fields lead to a lower resolution in
the periphery, which should decrease the ability to pick up details that are important for
action discrimination. With regards to those facts, how can we explain the high action
recognition performance that was found in Experiment 2 despite those reduced
physiological properties in far periphery? In Study III, I measured behaviorally the
perceptive field sizes of action sensitive perceptual channels. The action adaptation
paradigm was applied as a useful tool to selectively target action sensitive channels and
investigate their area of sensitivity in the visual field. The results revealed a large
perceptive field in central vision (62.74° of visual angle) and decreasing perceptive fields
towards the periphery (at -20° eccentricity: 29.06°; at -40° eccentricity: 25.72° visual
angle) for action recognition processes. This finding is surprising in light of what is known
about the change of receptive field sizes with eccentricity. However, considering the
literature, the measured perceptive field sizes are in the same order of magnitude as
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previously reported receptive field sizes. For example, Oram & Perrett (1994) reported
receptive fields of about 20° in the anterior STS for biological motion stimuli. Ito and
colleagues (1995) found cells with receptive field sizes of about 25° in anterior inferior
temporal cortex (IT) for pattern recognition. In V4 receptive field sizes are expected to
extend between 5° and 10° at 10° eccentricity (Gattass, Sousa, & Gross, 1988). The
perceptive field sizes resulting from Study III are much larger. However, a perceptive
field might consist of multiple receptive fields and therefore might be appropriate. The
large perceptive field in central vision overlaps with peripheral perceptive fields to a high
degree. The high action recognition performance up to 30° eccentricity could therefore
be attributed to the influence of central vision processes that also sample visual
information of the peripheral retina. Therefore, recognition processes of central vision
that influence peripheral viewing might overwrite certain differences between central
and peripheral processing mechanisms. This concept could also explain the viewpointinvariance up to 15° eccentricity that was shown in Study II. Recognition processes of
central vision could influence the recognition up to 15° and decrease the need for
additional visual information to recognize an action. In using the action adaptation
paradigm to behaviorally measure the perceptive field sizes I tried to target neural units
that are specifically prone to recognize a certain human action.
A flanker task is another paradigm that could be used to assess perceptive field sizes for
action recognition processes. In a flanker task a target stimulus is flanked by two stimuli
with high similarity to the target. When the distance between the target and the flankers
is sufficiently small, the flankers interfere with the perception of the target. By varying
the target flanker separation, the critical distance that leads to interference with the
perception of the target can be determined. Similar paradigms, for example the
Westheimer paradigm (Ransom-Hogg & Spillmann, 1980; Spillmann, 2014) or the
Herman grid (Troscianko, 1982), have been used to behaviorally assess the receptive
field sizes for low level stimuli. In theory, stimuli that are presented in the same spatial
area of sensitivity of a neural channel (e.g. receptive field or perceptive field), should be
processed together and integrated by the neural channel. As soon as stimuli are not
presented in the area of sensitivity of a neural channel, they are processed by different
neural channels and therefore should not interfere perceptually. Since the receptive
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fields increase in size towards the visual periphery, perceptual interference occurs
already with larger distances between target and flanking stimuli. As mentioned above,
perceptual interference between target and flanking stimuli due to a small targetflanker separation is a phenomenon called crowding. Crowding occurs for a number of
stimuli and throughout the visual field, however, more pronounced in the visual
periphery (Kooi et al., 1994; Levi & Carney, 2009; Levi, Hariharan, & Klein, 2002; Levi,
2008; Pelli & Tillman, 2008; Whitney & Levi, 2011). Researchers believe inappropriate
integration of target and flankers to be the reason for crowding effects to occur (Levi &
Carney, 2009). However, the underlying mechanisms of crowding effects are still
unknown, as Levi concluded in a recent review (Levi, 2008): ‘Crowding is an enigma
wrapped in a paradox and shrouded in a conundrum. Despite a great deal of new (and
old) work, we do not yet have a full understanding of crowding’. This statement raises
the question whether a flanking task would indeed be suitable to assess the spatial
extent of perceptual fields for social action recognition. In Study IV, the influence of
additional actors in the visual scene on the action recognition processes has been
investigated. The results showed no significant effect of a crowd on the adaptation
aftereffects as well as on the recognition performance as measured by accuracy and
reaction times. The distance between the target actor and the closest crowd members
(flankers) was small enough for the action stimuli to overlap and should therefore have
led to crowding effects. Especially when we consider the spatial extent of the perceptive
field in central vision that was measured in Study III. Multiple actors would have
appeared in the same perceptual field, increasing the possibility of the stimuli to
interfere perceptually. A possible explanation for the absence of crowding effects even
though the perceptive field is large and would have contained multiple actors might be
a dynamically adjusted perceptive field size depending on the amount of actions that
need to be discriminated from each other in the visual field. In addition to this, there
was no significant influence of the flanking stimuli on the adaptation aftereffect. Thus,
indicating that the adaptation paradigm and flanker tasks measure different and
independent characteristics of action recognition processes.
Perceptive fields could be used to predict human recognition performance, as has been
suggested by Neri and Levi (2006). In order to assess whether perceptive field sizes can
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be linked to recognition performance, in Study III, I developed a probably oversimplified
model that shows a relationship between the perceptive field size and the recognition
performance in Study I. Gaussian functions were used to mathematically visualize the
perceptive field properties, analogue to the visualization of receptive fields, which are
usually described with a difference-of-Gaussian function. The Full Width at Half
Maximum (FWHM) was defined as spatial extent of the perceptive field. These Gaussian
functions were then used to describe the relationship between perceptive field size and
participants’ recognition performance in Study I.
A summation of the Gaussian functions represented a good fit of the recognition
performance with an R2 of 0.99. This basic relationship between the recognition
performance and the perceptive field size is able to predict action recognition
performance at any given point in the visual field. However, the definite interpretation
of the parameters is yet to be determined. Whether a flanker task would also provide a
measure for perceptive field sizes, leading to a direct link between perceptive field sizes
and action recognition performance is not yet clear. On the one hand, the results of
Study IV lead to the assumption that an assessment of perceptive field sizes would be
unfruitful. On the other hand, the flanker task might simply be more effective for
another stimulus class.
The absence of a crowded perception in Study IV gives rise to speculations about the
nature of peripheral visual processes. Crowding in the visual periphery is often
associated with texture perception as a result of joint statistics computation of the input
image (Balas, Nakano, & Rosenholtz, 2009; Rosenholtz, Huang, Raj, Balas, & Ilie, 2012).
Although such a model might explain crowding effects when pattern recognition of
simple patterns fails, one could speculate that such a model would not to be able to
capture action recognition processes in the visual periphery. Actions are much more
complex due to the inherent motion information. According to computational models
(Fleischer et al., 2013; Giese & Poggio, 2003; J. Lange & Lappe, 2006; Theusner et al.,
2014) action recognition relies on the perception of snapshot images of action postures
that are then integrated over time. A texture percept of these action snippets would
render the recognition of the multiple snapshots that an action contains too error prone
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to achieve a high recognition performance in a crowded environment as shown in Study
IV.
A possible assumption concerning the lack of influence of surrounding people on action
recognition performance in Study IV, could be that the stimuli presented to one
perceptive field are not automatically processed together and integrated but are
processed hierarchically. The stimulus that drives the most attentional resources (the
stimulus participants are told to attend to) might be prioritized in the recognition
process, whereas the surrounding disregarded stimuli are then processed with less
priority. A principle also known as biased competition theory. In real life the visual field
usually contains many different objects or many other people that all need to compete
for neural processing. In order to reduce the workload to the available capacity,
attentional mechanisms limit the processing to items that are currently relevant for the
behavior. These attentional mechanisms enhance the responses of neurons
representing stimuli that are most relevant and can have bottom-up influences (e.g.
higher contrast, higher saliency) or top-down influences (i.e. selective attention;
Desimone, 1998; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2001; Mather & Sutherland, 2011). The target
stimulus in Study IV was presented in front of the crowd and participants were
instructed to attend to the target stimulus. This could have activated both kinds of
attentional mechanisms, bottom-up and top-down influences, enabling biased
competition in favor of the target stimulus. Thus, decreasing the influence of flanking
distractors on the recognition of the target.

1.5 Conclusions and future work
In my thesis I investigated action recognition in central and peripheral vision by
presenting life-size dynamic action stimuli to various locations along the whole
horizontal visual field of my participants. These more naturalistic presentation
conditions of action stimuli led to results that are quite different from laboratorygenerated data. I was able to show that action recognition in the visual periphery is
surprisingly good and could reveal that some characteristics of action recognition
processes might differ for social actions in real life compared to the results gained in
laboratory experiments with the use of a computer screen setup. More specifically, the
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results suggest that peripheral vision plays a more important role in our daily social
interactions than merely triggering gaze saccades to conspicuous events in our
environment. This thesis gives first insights into high-level visual processes in the visual
periphery and lays the ground work for future investigations. A further assessment of
perceptive field properties throughout the visual field for action recognition would be
necessary in order to achieve a deeper understanding of the visual processes that are at
play in real life scenarios. Some of the results provided in this thesis lead to the
assumption that for object recognition and action recognition the underlying processes
might differ in certain ways. A direct comparison between object and action recognition
under more naturalistic conditions would be necessary to tease the processes apart. An
aspect that has not been examined in this thesis, is the role of attentional top-down
control. To be able to spread one’s attention over the whole field of view, as is the case
for my participants in this work, might result in different findings than in scenarios where
the attention would be fixed on something else in the visual field. In sum, this thesis
provides a different understanding of action recognition processes as to what has been
known about action perception throughout the visual field and might lead to an
explanation as to why human observers are still far better at recognition tasks than any
computer vision routine (Balas et al., 2009).
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2 STUDY I: ACTION RECOGNITION IN THE
VISUAL PERIPHERY

Laura Fademrecht, Isabelle Bülthoff, Stephan de la Rosa
Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, Germany

2.1 Abstract
Recognizing whether the gestures of somebody mean a greeting or a threat is crucial for
social interactions. In real life, action recognition occurs over the entire visual field. In
contrast, much of the previous research on action recognition has primarily focused on
central vision. Here our goal is to examine what can be perceived about an action
outside of foveal vision. Specifically, we probed the valence, as well as first level and
second level recognition of social actions (handshake, hugging, waving, punching,
slapping, and kicking) at 0° (fovea/fixation), 15°, 30°, 45° and 60° of eccentricity with
dynamic (Experiment 1) and dynamic and static (Experiment 2) actions. To assess
peripheral vision under conditions of good ecological validity, these actions were carried
out by a life-size human stick-figure on a large screen. In both experiments, recognition
performance was surprisingly high (over 66% correct) up to 30° of eccentricity for all
recognition tasks and followed a nonlinear decline with increasing eccentricities.

2.2 Introduction
Recognition of human actions is crucial for social interaction. So far, most studies have
investigated the visual mechanisms underlying action recognition at fixation (central
vision) and largely ignored peripheral vision. However, in real life we are aware of
actions happening not only in central vision but also in the visual periphery. For example,
in a conversational setting we are still aware of our partner’s hand movements despite
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focusing on his face. The purpose of the present study is to examine the recognition of
social actions throughout the visual field, that is, in the central and peripheral regions of
the retina.
Many of the studies investigating visual recognition of bodily movements within the
central vision field have shown that humans are able to read a large range of
information from biological motion (see Blake & Shiffrar, 2007 or Giese, 2013 for
comprehensive reviews), for example, the actor's identity (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977;
Loula et al., 2005), intention (Runeson & Frykholm, 1983), or sex (Barclay et al., 1978;
Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977). Yet, everyday social interactions also require humans to be
exquisite at recognizing actions. For example, the generation of an appropriate
complementary action requires the observer to determine whether the interaction
partner is carrying out a punch or a handshake. Only a few studies have investigated the
recognition of social actions. They have shown that their recognition is sensitive to the
temporal synchrony and the semantic relationship of the interaction partners actions
(Manera et al., 2011; Neri et al., 2006). Additionally, social action recognition is also
sensitive to viewpoint (de la Rosa et al., 2013) and to the social context in which an
action is embedded (de la Rosa, Streuber, et al., 2014; Streuber, Knoblich, Sebanz,
Bülthoff, & de La Rosa, 2011). Moreover, we can recognize the same action on several
cognitive abstraction levels (first level: e.g. handshake; second level: e.g. greeting) (de
la Rosa, Choudhery, et al., 2014).
Action recognition in the visual periphery has received little attention. The few existing
studies, which all used point light stimuli, have mainly focused on the detection and the
direction discrimination of locomotive actions (e.g. walking, running) at eccentricities up
to 12° (near periphery). Their results show that these actions can be readily detected at
these eccentricities, although there was always a disadvantage in the periphery
compared to central vision (Ikeda et al., 2005, 2013; B. Thompson et al., 2007).
There are several reasons to assume that the role of peripheral vision with regards to
action recognition goes beyond the detection of biological motion and the
discrimination of the direction of an action. Previous research suggests that at least two
other important aspects of an action could be detected in the periphery, namely we can
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judge its emotional valence and classify it at various abstraction levels. As for valence, face
recognition research suggests that affective face information can be readily recognized
in the visual periphery (Bayle et al., 2009; Bayle, Schoendorff, Hénaff, & Krolak-Salmon,
2011; Rigoulot et al., 2012). With regards to actions, the recognition of their emotional
valence in the visual periphery would, for example, allow an early detection of a
threatening action. In terms of cognitive abstraction levels, previous research has shown
that action categorization occurs on several abstraction levels (de la Rosa, Choudhery,
et al., 2014). For instance, participants could describe a handshake action as a greeting
or on a more detailed level as a handshake. The former is referred to as recognition at
the second level and the latter as recognition at the first level. These different
recognition levels result in different levels of recognition performance. For the
description of these recognition levels we refer to the specificity of the actions. That
means that for the more specific group of actions (e.g. handshake) we use the term ‘first
level’ and for the more general group of actions (e.g. greeting) we will use the term
‘second level’. In congruence with the object recognition literature, where the second
level is described as basic level and the first level as subordinate level (Rosch et al.,
1976), actions are recognized more accurately and faster at the second than at the first
level (de la Rosa, Choudhery, et al., 2014).
In two experiments we examined the visual recognition of social actions in the
periphery. In Experiment 1 we examined the recognition of dynamic actions with respect
to their valence, first and second level of recognition. In Experiment 2, we investigated
valence, first and second level recognition for static and dynamic actions.

2.3 Experiment 1
Our aim was to examine valence (positive vs. negative), first level (e.g. handshake) and
second level (e.g. greeting) action recognition over a large portion of the visual field
(fixation, near periphery and far periphery). To mimic realistic viewing scenarios, we
used dynamic actions (i.e. movies) and kept the size of the life-size actor constant across
the visual field instead of adjusting the stimulus size to compensate for the reduced
resolution in the periphery (cortical magnification: Cowey and Rolls 1974; Daniel and
Whitteridge 1961; Rovamo and Virsu 1979).
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2.3.1 Methods
Participants: We recruited 45 participants (18 males, 27 females) from the local
community of Tübingen. All participants received monetary compensation for their
participation. Their age ranged from 19 to 53 years (mean: 27.1). The participants had
normal vision or corrected their visual acuity using contact lenses. Participants gave their
written, informed consent form prior to the experiment. The study was conducted in
line with Max Planck Society policy and had been approved by the University of Tübingen
ethics committee.
Apparatus:

Stimuli were presented on a large panoramic screen with a half-

cylindrical virtual reality projection system (Figure 1). The wide screen display amounts
to 7 m in diameter and 3.2 m in height (230° horizontally, 125° vertically). Six LED DLP
projectors (1920x1200, 60Hz) (EYEVIS, Germany) were used to display the stimuli
against a grey background on the screen. The geometry of the screen can be described
as a quarter-sphere. The visual distortions of the display caused by the curved projection
screen were compensated with the use of warping technology software (NVIDIA,
Germany). At all eccentricities the screen was 2 m away from the subject and the stimuli
were presented at a virtual distance of 3 m. Participants sat on a stool in front of a desk
in the middle of the quarter-spherical arena. They placed their head on a chin and
forehead rest which was mounted on the desk (see Figure 1). During each experimental
trial they were required to keep their eyes focused on a grey fixation cross placed on the
screen straight ahead of them. This position of the cross was defined as 0° position. An
eye tracker (Eyelink II, SR Research Ltd., Canada) was used to control for their eye
movements. When the stick figure was presented at 0°, it was presented behind the
cross. The Unity 3D (Unity Technologies, USA) game engine in combination with a
custom written control script was used to control the presentation of the stimuli and to
collect responses.
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Figure 1: Projection system: Large panoramic screen with chair, chinrest and eye tracker.
Stimuli:

Actions were recorded via motion capture using Moven Suits (XSens,

Netherlands). The Xsens MVN Suits consists of 17 inertial and magnetic sensor modules,
which are placed in an elastic lycra suit worn by the actor. The sampling rate was 120
Hz. Three actions with positive emotional valence (handshake, hugging and waving) and
three actions with negative valence (slapping, punching and kicking) were acted out
each by six different lay actors (three male, three female). Every action was repeated six
times by each actor, leading to 216 stimuli in total. The actions lasted between 800 and
1500 ms and each action started with the actor standing in a neutral position, i.e. with
their arms aligned with the body, and ended with the peak frame of the action. The peak
frame of an action was determined as the point in time just before the actor started
moving back to the neutral position.
The motion data was mapped onto a grey life-size ‘stick figure avatar’ (avatar height:
170 cm, around 32° visual angle). The position of the stick figure avatar in the visual field
(on the screen) was determined by the position midway between both hips. The stimuli
were always oriented toward the participant at any position on the screen and were
always presented along the same latitude (i.e. on the same horizontal axis). A stick figure
(see Figure 1) was used instead of a full-fleshed avatar in order to prevent any other
visual cues like appearance or gender from influencing participant’s decisions.
Furthermore, using a stick figure had the advantage that we did not have to record facial
movement information (e.g. expression and gaze) and hand and feet motions. We
favored the use of a stick figure over a dynamic point-light display because the sparse
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structure of the latter might unduly hinder recognition because of the decreasing spatial
resolution of the visual system toward the periphery.
Procedure and Design:

At the beginning of the experiment participants were

informed about the following experimental procedure (Figure 2). Each trial began with
the presentation of a fixation cross and the eye tracker started to record the eye
movements. Participants were told to fixate the cross (trials with a gaze shift larger than
2° were discarded from all analyses). The stick figure appeared at one of nine positions
(-60°, -45°, -30°, -15°, 0°, 15°, 30°, 45° or 60°) in the participant’s visual field. Participants
were instructed to answer one of the following three questions in a between-subject
design. They answered either the question “What action did you see?”, in order to
identify the action they had seen (first level task), or they answered the question ”Was
the action a greeting or an attack?”, meaning that they categorized the actions at the
second level (second level task), or they answered the question “Was the action positive
or negative?” to evaluate the emotional valence of the viewed action (valence task).
There were two answer options in the valence task (i.e. positive or negative) and in the
second level task (i.e. greeting or attack). There were six answer options in the first level
task (handshake, hugging, waving, kicking, punching or slapping). Participants were
asked to answer as quickly and as accurately as possible. The answer could be given as
soon as the stick figure appeared on the screen. When participants did not respond
before the end of the animation sequence, a prompt appeared on the screen, displaying
the question and the pre-defined response keys on a keyboard (1 or 0 on the keyboard
for the second level and the valence task; 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 0 on the keyboard for the first
level task). Three of the actions had a positive emotional valence (handshake, hugging,
waving) and three had a negative emotional valence (kicking, punching, slapping). Each
of these six actions was presented 100 times. We manipulated the eccentricity of the
stick figure, so that it appeared at 0°, 15°, 30°, 45° or 60° away from the fixation cross
(Figure 1). The stick figure appeared randomly either on the left or on the right side of
the screen for positions other than 0°. The actions (and hence the valence) and their
positions on the screen were counterbalanced within each task with each action
presented 20 times at each location. This resulted in a total of 600 trials per task (20
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repetitions x 5 position x 6 actions). In 600 trials the 216 stimuli were shown 2.8 times
on average. Actions and positions were in a different random order for every participant.
Each recognition task was performed by a separate group of 15 participants. Hence
recognition task was a between-subjects factor and position, action and valence were
within-subjects factors. At the beginning of an experiment participants received a short
training in order to get used to the setup and the task. In the second level and valence
tasks this training lasted for 10 trials, in the first level task participants received a longer
training phase of 20 trials to learn the response key – action associations. The stimuli
used in the training trials were different from the stimuli in the test trials.

Figure 2: Sequence of events within a trial.

2.3.2 Results
Accuracy and reaction times served as measures for recognition performance and their
results are presented here separately. In less than 0.8% of the trials participants failed
to fixate the cross in the middle of the screen. These trials were discarded. For the
analysis we collapsed the data of the right and left visual field. Reaction time data was
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filtered for outliers and reaction times below 200 ms and above 4000 ms were discarded
(0.6% of the trials).
Reaction times
Only reaction times for correct responses were considered in this analysis. The mean
reaction time overall was 1181 ms (SE = 16 ms). Participants’ reaction times increased
with eccentricity for each recognition task and were task dependent (Figure 3). We ran
a mixed-effects model with recognition task (first level, second level, valence) and
eccentricity (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°) as fixed factors and participant as random factor. The
slope for eccentricity was fitted in a by-participant fashion. The results showed a
significant main effect of eccentricity (F(1, 177) = 184.51, p < .0001) and a significant
main effect of recognition task (F(2, 42) = 16.56, p < .001). The results suggest that
reaction times were dependent on the stimulus position in the visual field and on the
recognition task. We examined the effect of task with pairwise t-tests using a Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. These showed that participants answered faster in
the valence recognition task than in the second level task (valence vs. second level: tpaired
= 5.42, df = 147.57, p < .001). They showed the longest reaction times in the first level
task (second level vs. first level: tpaired = 7.12, df = 130.97, p < .001). This worse
performance in the first level task might be due to the larger number of response
options (6 response options) compared to the valence and the second level task (2
response options). The two-way interaction was significant (F(2, 177) = 3.51, p = .032),
which shows that for each recognition task reaction times increased differently with
eccentricity. The significant interaction between recognition task and eccentricity was
examined using Dunnett’s test. We were interested in the position at which recognition
performance in the periphery started to differ significantly from foveal vision. We
therefore compared all peripheral positions to 0° eccentricity. For the second level and
the valence task reaction times at fixation and in the periphery did not differ significantly
from each other up to and including 45° eccentricity (all p values higher than .1). Thus
the only significant difference was between 0° and 60° (second level: tpaired = 4.07, p <
.001; valence: tpaired = 3.29, p < .01), indicating that there was no significant increase of
reaction times before testing at 60° eccentricity. For the first level task there was even
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no significant difference to the reaction times at fixation for all tested eccentricities (all
p values higher than .1).

Figure 3: Means and standard errors of reaction times for the three recognition tasks as
a function of eccentricity.

Accuracy
To account for the fact that the first level task had six response options while the second
level and the valence tasks had only two, we corrected the accuracy results statistically
for guessing according to Macmillan and Creelman (2005, page 252):
𝑐=

[𝑚 ∙ 𝑝(𝑐) − 1]
(𝑚 − 1) ∙ 100

This formula gives the accuracy corrected for guessing in percent c. The parameter p(c)
is the probability of a correct response, m is the number of response options in a given
task (for the valence and the second level task m = 2, for the first level task m = 6).
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The mean accuracy was well above chance level for each task over all tested
eccentricities (overall accuracy: M = 0.88, SE = 0.005). Figure 3 shows that recognition
performance decreased with eccentricity in all tasks and that accuracy was lower for the
first level task than for the second level and the valence task. Furthermore, the decline
of performance with eccentricity seems stronger for the first level task than for the two
other tasks. A mixed-effects model with recognition task (first level, second level,
valence) and eccentricity (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°) as fixed factors and a random slope for
eccentricity that was fitted in a by-participant fashion revealed a significant main effect
of eccentricity (F(1, 177) = 57.32, p < .001), indicating that recognition performance
decreased with increasing eccentricity of the stimulus position in the visual field. There
was also a significant main effect of recognition task (F(2, 42) = 29.47, p <.0001), showing
that participants’ accuracy depended on the task requirements. The significant two-way
interaction of task and eccentricity (F(2, 177) = 9.26, p < .0001) suggests that eccentricity
affected recognition in the three tasks differently. In Figure 4 we plotted the 95%
confidence intervals. This illustrates the significant differences between the three tasks
at the different positions. For 0° and 15° positions there is no performance difference
between the tasks, whereas from 30° onwards the first level task always leads to lower
accuracy rates than the second level and the valence tasks whose data did not differ
from each other at any position. Between the valence and the second level task we
found no difference in accuracy. We used a Dunnett’s test for each recognition task to
compare the recognition performance at the peripheral positions with the performance
at fixation. In all three recognition tasks the recognition performance up to 45°
eccentricity did not differ significantly from the performance at fixation, thus indicating
that the decline of recognition performance starts after 45° (Dunnett’s test was only
significant for comparisons between 0° and 60° in all recognition tasks: valence t = -2.57,
p = 0.04; second level t = -3.5, p < 0.01; first level t = -5.12, p < 0.001). Figure 4 in
combination with the statistical analysis indicates a nonlinear relationship of recognition
performance with eccentricity for all three recognition tasks.
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Figure 4: Means and 95% confidence intervals of response accuracy for the three
recognition tasks, as a function of eccentricity.

2.3.3 Discussion
In this experiment we tested human action recognition from central vision up to 60°
eccentricity in three different recognition tasks (first level, the second level and the
emotional valence). Reaction times in all three tasks increased with eccentricity.
Moreover, participants were fastest in the valence task and slowest in the first level task,
thus confirming previous findings (de la Rosa, Choudhery, et al., 2014). The accuracy
data also indicate that all tasks get harder with increasing eccentricity. The better
recognition performance observed in foveal vision for second level than for first level
categorization therefore seems to extend to peripheral vision. Additionally, participants
show the best performance in the valence task. For this task accuracy is as high as in the
second level task while reaction times are shorter than in both other tasks. The
significant interaction between task and eccentricity seems to be owed to the steeper
decline in recognition performance in the first level task compared to the second level
and valence tasks. A simple explanation for this pattern is that more detailed visual
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information is needed for the recognition at the first level. This type of information
might not be accessible due to the sparse resolution in the visual periphery.
Remarkably, accuracy declined nonlinearly with increasing eccentricity but remained
above chance level for all tested eccentricities. The former was partly unexpected since
previous research examining recognition of static objects in the periphery (Jebara et al.,
2009; Thorpe et al., 2001) reported a linear decline of recognition performance with
eccentricity. Can the motion energy in our dynamic stimuli account for this difference?
The literature about motion perception in peripheral vision describes a rather linear
decline with eccentricity for first- and second-order motion. Few studies describe a
nonlinear relationship (Tynan & Sekuler, 1982). In this study the authors measured
motion detection thresholds up to 30° eccentricity and found a nonlinear increase of
detection thresholds. However, it is important to note that the motion patterns induced
by limb movement in our stimuli are more complex (e.g. they consist of many more
movement orientations in 3D space) than the ones employed in previous studies with
low-level motion stimuli (first- and second-order motion). Hence, we cannot rule out
that participants might have relied on the additional motion cues in our stimuli to
maintain a high recognition performance far into the periphery. If motion cues were
responsible for the nonlinear decline in our study then presenting static action images
instead of action movies should result in a linear decline of performance with
eccentricity. To test this hypothesis we conducted a second experiment where we
compared the recognition of action movies with the recognition of static
representations of actions (images).

2.4 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 investigated the influence of motion information on the recognition of
social actions in the visual periphery. We changed the experimental methods to
overcome two important shortcomings of Experiment 1. First, the three recognition
tasks in Experiment 1 had different numbers of response options (six response options
in the first level task and two response options in the valence and second level tasks).
The larger number of response options in the first level task might have been responsible
for the slower reaction times and lower accuracy in that task. To avoid this problem, we
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changed the experimental design in such a way that all recognition tasks had two
response options. Specifically, participants were presented with one action at a time and
had to indicate whether the presented action matched a predefined first level (e. g.
punching), second level (e.g. greeting) or valence (e.g. positive). Hence, all three tasks
relied on a yes-no task. Yes-no tasks have been frequently used for the investigation of
visual object categorization and it has been shown that switching from a n-alternative
forced choice (n-AFC) task (with n>2) to a yes-no task does not change the overall
pattern of the results in object categorization tasks (de la Rosa, Choudhery, &
Chatziastros, 2011; Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005). Hence, in Experiment 2 we
switched to a yes/no task for obtaining a more fair comparison of the different
recognition tasks. Second, positive and negative valence actions were associated with
different motion energies in the stimuli of Experiment 1. Therefore, participants might
have defaulted to a recognition strategy that relied on simply assessing the amount of
motion energy in the second level and valence recognition task. Therefore we added
distractor actions in Experiment 2 that had motion energy similar to the actions
described in Experiment 1 but did not show any meaningful actions. To create these
actions we remapped the arm motion onto the legs and vice versa.

2.4.1 Methods
We used the same methods as in Experiment 1 except for the following.
Participants: We recruited 19 participants from the local community of Tübingen (9
males, 10 females). The age ranged from 20 to 39 years (mean: 26.1).
Stimuli: In addition to the action stimuli of Experiment 1, we created distractor stimuli
in the following two ways: Either we remapped the left and right arm movements onto
the left and right legs and vice versa or we mapped the left leg movement onto the right
arm and vice versa. We will refer to these distractor stimuli as remapped distractor
stimuli. Importantly, no action could be recognized from these actions thereby
rendering them meaningless.
Procedure and Design:

We measured the recognition of dynamic and static

actions in two separate experimental sessions (testing order was counterbalanced
across participants). Each experimental session consisted of ten experimental conditions
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(two for the valence task, two for the second level task and six for the first level task).
At the beginning of each experimental condition participants received verbal
instructions about the question they had to answer in that condition. Each question
probed the recognition of a different action target. The questions “Was the action
positive?” or “Was the action negative?” probed valence recognition and the questions
“Was the action a greeting?” and “Was the action an attack?” measured second level
recognition. We used the following six questions to measure first level recognition: “Was
the action a handshake?”, “Was the action a hug?”, “Was the action a wave”, “Was the
action a kick?”, “Was the action a punch?” and ”Was the action a slap?”. Participants
always had the response options ”yes” (for the target action) and “no” (for non-targets)
for each question in the static and the dynamic experimental sessions. For remapped
distractors, a correct response was “no” to all questions. An experimental trial started
with the presentation of the fixation cross at 0° and the stick figure avatar appeared at
one of the nine positions in the participant’s visual field as described in the first
experiment. The answer could be given as soon as the stick figure appeared on the
screen. When participants did not respond before the end of the animation sequence,
a prompt appeared on the screen, displaying the question and the pre-defined response
keys on a keyboard. In each experimental condition, 50% of the trials showed the target
action and the remaining trials showed distractors. 50% of the distractors were
remapped distractor stimuli and the remaining were non-target actions that were not
remapped. For example if the target was “positive actions”, 50% of the experimental
trials showed the three positive actions as target (hugging, waving, handshake), 25%
showed remapped distractors derived from the positive actions, and 25% of the trials
showed the three actions with negative valence (kicking, punching, slapping). The
testing order of the ten experimental conditions was randomized across participants. In
each condition, each target action was presented 12 times at each location of each hemifield. The valence and second level tasks had 480 trials ((12 repetitions x 2 target
presence (present vs. absent) x 5 locations x 2 hemi- fields (left or right side of the visual
field) x 2 questions (for example: “Was the action positive?”/”Was the action
negative?”)). The first level task had 80 trials for each of the six questions (for example:
“Was the action a handshake?” and so on) (4 repetitions x 2 target presence (present
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vs. absent) x 5 locations x 2 hemi-fields). The two experimental sessions probing the
recognition of static and dynamic actions were carried out on different days. This
resulted in a total of 2880 trials per participant ((2 x 480 trials in the second level and
valence condition + 480 trials in the first level condition) x 2 sessions). Recognition task,
position and motion type (static vs dynamic) were within-subjects factors.

2.4.2 Results
We calculated the sensitivity (d’) according to Macmillan & Creelman (2005) as a
measure of recognition performance. 1% of the trials were excluded due to deviation
from fixation. Reaction times for correct target identification and sensitivity are
evaluated separately. Reaction time data was filtered for outliers and reaction times
below 200 ms and above 3500 ms were discarded (0.2% of the trials).
Reaction times
Participants’ reaction times increased with eccentricity for each task and both motion
types (Figure 6). The mean reaction time for the whole experiment was 894 ms (SE = 2
ms) calculated over all data in all tasks. We analyzed only the reaction times for correct
target identification. We used a mixed-effects model with recognition task (first level,
second level, valence) and eccentricity (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°) and motion type (static,
dynamic) as fixed factors and a random slope for eccentricity that was fitted in a byparticipant fashion to investigate the reaction times. In order to examine the
relationship between the reaction time performance and eccentricity we treated
eccentricity as a continuous variable. We found a significant main effect of recognition
task (F(2, 538) = 45.65, p < .001). In the first level task, participants answered with
shorter reaction times (MRT = 843 ms, SE = 1) than in the second level task (MRT = 883 ms,
SE = 1) and in the valence task (MRT = 937 ms, SE = 2). The significant main effect of
eccentricity (F(1, 538) = 87.51, p < .001) indicates that participants reaction times were
dependent on the stimulus position and increased with increasing eccentricity. The
motion type had a significant main effect on the reaction times as well (F(1, 538) = 6.35,
p = 0.01), participants showed shorter reaction times for the static condition than for
the dynamic condition, although this difference did depend on the recognition task, as
the significant interaction between motion type and recognition task (F(2, 538) = 3.86,
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p = 0.02) shows. Pairwise t-tests, using a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons,
showed that reaction times for dynamic and static stimuli differed significantly from
each other only in the first level task (tpaired = 4.01, df = 94, p < .001). All other
comparisons and interactions were non-significant (all p values > .05).

Figure 6: Means and standard errors of the reaction times as a function of eccentricity
for static and dynamic action stimuli in the three recognition tasks (Note that the scales
of the y-axis differ in Experiment 1 and 2)

Sensitivity (d’)
A cursory look at the graph (Figure 7) indicates that, for dynamic stimuli, participants
were always clearly able to discriminate between target and distractor actions at all
probed locations as indicated by d’ values higher than 0 while for static stimuli this was
true only up to 30° eccentricity. A mixed-effects model with recognition task (first level,
second level, valence) and eccentricity (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°) and motion type (static,
dynamic) as fixed factors and a random slope for eccentricity that was fitted in a byparticipant fashion shows a significant main effect of recognition task (F(2, 540) =
350.46, p < .0001). In the first level task (Md’ = 1.66; SE = 0.06) participants reached
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significantly higher d’ values than in the second level (Md’ = 0.67; SE = 0.05) and in the
valence task (Md’ = 0.66; SE = 0.05; t-test: valence vs. first level task tpaired = 12.83, df =
374.84, p < .001; second level vs. first level task tpaired = 13.16, df = 365.22, p < .001;
second level vs. valence task tpaired = -0.24, df = 374.48, p < .811). This finding indicates a
better recognition performance in the first level task than in the two other recognition
tasks. The main effect of eccentricity was significant as well (F(1, 540) = 100.55, p < .001).
The mean d’ averaged over all three tasks and the two conditions is decreasing with
eccentricity, starting with a mean d’ of 1.38 (SE = 0.07) at fixation and ending with a
mean d’ of 0.3 (SE = 0.07) at 60°. We examined the main effect of eccentricity using
Dunnett’s test. Sensitivity values at all peripheral positions were compared to that at
fixation. We found a significant difference between 0° and 45° (tpaired = -5.55, p < .001)
and as well for 0° and 60° (tpaired = -10.64, p < .001). These results indicate that the decline
of recognition performance starts after 30° eccentricity. The significant main effect of
motion type (F(1, 540) = 456.86, p < .001) shows that response accuracy is also sensitive
to the experimental condition (static or dynamic), resulting in a mean d’ of 0.62 (SE =
0.05) for the static condition and a mean d’ of 1.37 (SE = 0.05) in the dynamic condition.
Thus, dynamic target stimuli are better discriminated from distractors than static target
stimuli. All higher order interactions were non-significant (all p values > .05), including
the two-way interaction between motion type and eccentricity (F(1, 540) = 0.58, p = .45).
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Figure 7: Means and standard errors of sensitivity (d') as a function for eccentricity for
static and dynamic action stimuli in the three recognition tasks.

Assessing the change of recognition performance with eccentricity
In order to assess whether the performance changed linearly with eccentricity we
examined the relationship between recognition performance and eccentricity more
formally. Specifically, we fitted a power law function to the performance data of
Experiment 2 for each participant, separately for the dependent variable (RT and d’) and
motion type (dynamic and static). The reasons for using a power law function were
twofold. First, power laws have been shown to well describe relationships between
physical properties and their perception (e.g. Steven's power law). Second, these
functions give also the opportunity of a linear fit (exponent would then be 1), therefore
we could directly test whether the performance declines in a linear or a nonlinear
fashion with eccentricity. The fits were carried out by means of the ‘gfit’ function in
MATLAB. We fitted the following power law function:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑤 ∙ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑥 𝑏 + 𝑐
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The parameter w indicates whether the change in performance was increasing (w = 1)
or decreasing (w = -1) with eccentricity. We set w = -1 for fitting the d’ data to describe
the decrease of d’ with eccentricity. Likewise, we set w = 1 for the fitting of the reaction
time data to describe the increase in RT with larger eccentricities. The parameter ‘a’ is
the slope of the function and scales the function along the y axis. ‘b’ is the exponent and
defines the type of relationship: for a linear relationship we expect b = 1 and for
nonlinear relationships b ≠ 1. ‘c’ is the intercept of the curve and is a measure of
recognition performance at fixation. Parameters a, b and c were free to vary.
We present the results from this analysis for reaction times and d’ separately.
Reaction times
On average, the power law functions fit the data well both in the static and dynamic
condition (mean R2 0.76 and 0.92, respectively). To assess the linearity of the
performance decrease with eccentricity, we tested the exponents against 1. The mean
exponents in the dynamic (Mexp = 2.75, SE = 0.35) and the static condition (Mexp = 2.90,
SE = 0.52) were significantly different from 1 (dynamic: tpaired = 4.94, df = 18, p < .001;
static: tpaired = 3.62, df = 18, p = .002), suggesting a nonlinear relationship between
reaction time and eccentricity. There was no significant difference between the
exponents of dynamic and static conditions (tpaired = 0.35, df = 18, p = .73). The mean
values for the intercept ‘c’ and the slope ‘a’ are listed in Table 1, as well as the R2 values
for the different conditions.
Table 1: Mean parameters for the power law function fitted to each participant’s
individual reaction time data.
Motion type

Exponent ‘b’

Slope ‘a’

Intercept ‘c’

R2

Static

2.90

89.68

841.94

0.76

Dynamic

2.75

119.47

861.95

0.92

Sensitivity (d’)
The power law function fitted the d’ data well in both conditions (R2 in the static
condition: 0.83; R2 in the dynamic condition: 0.81). The mean exponents in both the
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dynamic (Mexp = 3.09, SE = 0.17) and static condition (Mexp = 3.02, SE = 0.14) were
significantly different from 1 (dynamic: tpaired = 12.36, df = 18, p < .001; static: tpaired =
13.91, df = 18, p < .001). Therefore, this result suggests that d’ changes in a nonlinear
fashion with eccentricity. There was no significant difference (tpaired = 0.41, df = 18, p =
.68) between the mean exponents of the static and dynamic conditions. The mean
values for the intercept ‘c’ and the slope ‘a’, as well as the R2 values are given for the
different conditions in Table 2.
Table 2: Mean parameters for the power law fitted on each participant’s individual d’
data.
Motion type

Exponent ‘b’

Slope ‘a’

Intercept ‘c’

R2

Static

3.02

1.40 e-05

0.95

0.83

Dynamic

3.09

1.29 e-05

1.70

0.81

2.4.3 Discussion
By using dynamic and static action stimuli in Experiment 2, we examined whether it was
the presence of motion in the stimuli in Experiment 1 that had led to the nonlinear
decline of recognition performance with increasing eccentricity. While, participants did
not differ in terms of reaction times between static and dynamic action stimuli in the
valence and the second level task, participants showed a higher sensitivity for dynamic
than for static actions over all positions in the visual field and all three tasks.
Importantly, the absence of an interaction between motion type and eccentricity in our
analysis indicates that recognition of static and dynamic actions declines in a similar
fashion with eccentricity. A significant difference between the response times to static
and dynamic stimuli is observed only in the second level recognition task, which might
be explained by a flooring effect in the dynamic action condition. Dynamic actions were
presented as videos (1 to 2 s long) while our static stimuli presented each action as one
image extracted at the peak of the action (see the method section for more details).
Hence, important action information was immediately visible for static actions but not
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for dynamic actions and allowed faster responses. The fastest response time recorded
(800 ms) for videos reflects the minimum time needed to recognize an action in our
dynamic stimuli while response time can be much shorter with static stimuli. In line with
this idea, a minimum reaction time of 800 to 900 ms has also been found in a study of
de la Rosa and colleagues (de la Rosa et al., 2013) using dynamic movies of other actions.
Hence, we think that the larger difference in response time between static and dynamic
actions found in the first level task is simply owed to a flooring effect for dynamic but
not static actions. Together these findings indicate that discriminating targets from their
distractors was easier for dynamic than static stimuli at all positions in the visual field.
In the dynamic condition participants were clearly able to discriminate between target
actions and distractors, even in the most peripheral positions. It is important to note
that, they could discriminate target actions from distorted meaningless actions that
were based on the motion data of the target actions. This shows that participants did
not use the stimulus’ motion energy as a cue to discriminate, for example, positive from
negative actions. We assessed more formally the relationship between recognition
performance (RT and d’) and eccentricity for dynamic and static stimuli using a power
law function. This analysis indicates that both RT and d’ change in a nonlinear fashion
with eccentricity. Moreover, this nonlinear decline did not vary with motion type, a
nonlinear decline was observed when using dynamic as well as static stimuli. Hence, the
nonlinear decline of action recognition performance with eccentricity was unlikely due
to the motion information present in the dynamic stimuli since a nonlinear decline was
also observed when using static stimuli.
What other factors might explain the nonlinear decline of action recognition
performance in the visual periphery? Unfortunately, most of the behavioral studies
examining recognition performance in the periphery reported a linear decline and
therefore provide little insights into the nonlinear nature of our results. One hypothesis
that we are currently assessing in our lab is whether the perceptual field size of action
sensitive channels can account for the nonlinear decline of action recognition
performance in the visual periphery. Specifically, one way to account for these results is
that foveal perceptual channels extend into the periphery thereby increasing
recognition performance there. However, the reason for observing a nonlinear decline
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instead of a linear one is still unsettled and what it means in terms of underlying
perceptual mechanisms remains to be elucidated.

2.5 General discussion
Our results demonstrate that participants are remarkably good at recognizing actions in
the periphery. Recognition performance for social actions remained above chance level
up to 60° for dynamic action stimuli. Recognition of static action stimuli remained
reliable up to 30° eccentricity, which indicates that up to that level of eccentricity
participants do not only rely on motion information when recognizing actions.
Moreover, participants were not only able to tell the valence level of an action shown
dynamically up to 60°, but also its first level and second level. Hence, participants
recognize much more than the emotional gist of an action even in very peripheral vision.
These results parallel Thorpe and colleagues’ findings (Thorpe et al., 2001) which
showed, that humans are very good at recognizing objects in the visual periphery (up to
70.5°). Likewise, Jebara and colleagues (2009) showed that participants recognized
objects and faces above chance level up to 60°. Similar results have also been reported
in the perception of low-level visual stimuli such as color (Naïli, Despretz, & Boucart,
2006). It has also been shown for biological motion stimuli, although there was always
a disadvantage for recognition in the periphery in comparison to the visual abilities in
central vision (Ikeda et al., 2005, 2013; B. Thompson et al., 2007). Our results extend
those previous findings by demonstrating that we are even able to recognize complex
stimuli like social actions in the visual periphery. Therefore peripheral vision might play
a more important role in daily social interactions than just triggering gaze saccades
towards conspicuous events in the periphery. One interesting observation in both
experiments was the nonlinear decline of recognition performance with eccentricity.
This seems to be at variance with previous studies that report a linear decline in the
recognition of static objects (Jebara et al., 2009; Thorpe et al., 2001). To examine
whether motion information is at the heart of the nonlinear decline, we compared the
recognition performance of dynamic and static action stimuli in Experiment 2. The
results showed a nonlinear decline of recognition performance with eccentricity for both
types of stimuli. Therefore, the nonlinear decline of performance with eccentricity
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cannot be attributed to the presence of motion information in our stimuli. Jebara and
colleagues (2009) used smaller pictures of faces, buildings and objects (10° visual angle)
than in our study and found a linear decline while Thorpe and colleagues (2001) also
report a linear decline although they used very large images (39° of visual angle high,
26° across) in which all displayed animals (e.g. an insect or a tiger) had more or less the
same large visual size. Our stimuli are smaller than those of Thorpe and colleagues
(2001) and larger than those of Jebara and colleagues (2009). Therefore, the size of the
stimuli cannot be a factor explaining why performance declines differently for objects
and social actions.
Our results are also relevant for the discussion about first and second levels in action
recognition (see de la Rosa et al., 2015). One key feature of second level recognition is
that it is faster than first level recognition (Rosch et al., 1976). While our results of
Experiment 1 are in line with previous reports about action recognition being faster and
more accurate at the second level (e.g. recognizing an action as a greeting), the results
of Experiment 2 do not support this expectation. In Experiment 2, where all tasks have
been equated in terms of response possibilities, we found the shortest reaction times
and the highest recognition performance for the first level task, while second level
recognition now seemed to be the more difficult task with longer reaction times and
lower recognition performance. We argue that this reversal between Experiments 1 and
2 is not due to this equalization. If the equalization of response options was responsible
for this response reversal, we would expect the pattern for first and second level
recognition to reverse irrespective of the stimulus type (e.g. objects or social
interactions). De la Rosa and colleagues (de la Rosa et al., 2011) as well as Grill-Spector
and Kanwisher (Grill-Spector & Kanwisher, 2005) have shown that equating for response
options in object recognition tasks does not change the pattern of results with regards
to first and second level recognition.
What might be then the reason for the reversal of first and second level recognition
between Experiment 1 and 2? We suggest that this reversal might be understood in
terms of current action recognition models (Bertenthal & Pinto, 1994; Giese & Poggio,
2003; J. Lange & Lappe, 2006; Theusner et al., 2014). These theories assume that visual
action information is mapped onto neuronal units that encode an action by means of
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many temporally ordered posture ‘snapshots’ (action template) that encode actions
akin to individual frames of a movie showing a human action. We suggest that
participants might have used this template matching mechanism more effectively in the
first level task of Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, thereby causing the reversal of the
pattern. In particular, we asked participants to judge the target action in terms of a
specific aspect (e.g. “Was the action a greeting: yes or no?” or “Was the action a
handshake: yes or no?”) in Experiment 2. Participants might have therefore benefited
from top-down activation of the corresponding target action template, which resulted
in matching all visual information onto this template in order to recognize the action.
Such top-down influence is less efficient in the second level task than in the first level
task. In the former case, visual information must be matched onto three (e.g.
handshake, hugging and waving) instead of one action template in the latter case (e.g.
handshake) in order to recognize the action. Hence, in the assumption that participants
relied on top-down controlled template-matching strategy, one would expect first level
recognition to be faster than second level recognition in Experiment 2. The same
mechanisms could explain the recognition performance in Experiment 1 where no apriori information about the target was provided. If participants relied on the same
mechanism, they must have matched visual information against all six action templates
in the first level recognition task. In the second level recognition task, participants could
have chosen to monitor only one of the two levels (i.e. greeting or attack) and matched
visual information onto the three corresponding action templates. In case there was no
match, participants could have concluded that the non-chosen second level was
displayed. In any case, matching visual information onto three action templates in the
second level task should lead to better recognition performance than matching visual
information onto six action templates in the first level recognition task. We found a
decline in recognition performance that starts at smaller eccentricities in the first level
task than in the second level and the valence tasks only in Experiment 1, but not in
Experiment 2. This could be attributed to the fact that different action templates were
needed to perform the first level task in Experiment 1. Participants needed more details
to recognize the actions in order to categorize them. The visual resolution in the
periphery was not sufficient for that task. A top-down controlled template-matching
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mechanism could therefore, in theory, explain the reversal of first and second level
recognition performance between Experiment 1 and 2. Previous literature has already
shown, with behavioral and neuroimaging evidence, the strong influence top-down
mechanisms (e.g. attention, goal) have on the recognition of human actions (I. Bülthoff,
Bülthoff, & Sinha, 1998; de la Rosa, Streuber, et al., 2014; Grezes, 1998; Hudson et al.,
2015; J. Thompson & Parasuraman, 2012).
Overall, the classification of social actions in the different recognition levels seems to be
less robust than for object recognition (de la Rosa et al., 2011; Grill-Spector & Kanwisher,
2005) in the sense that changing from a n-AFC task (with n>2) to a 2AFC task does not
alter the overall pattern of results between the first and second level recognition tasks
for object recognition. Note that participants could have defaulted to the same second
level recognition strategy in the valence recognition task. The reason for this is that the
actions underlying the second level recognition (attack vs. greeting) were the same
actions underlying the valence levels (negative vs. positive). Despite this possibility we
find differences in performance between second level and valence recognition. This
difference is suggestive of participants relying on at least partly different response
strategies in these two tasks.
Furthermore, we would like to stress that second level and valence recognition in
Experiments 1 and 2 were unlikely to be guided by a coarse assessment of the motion
energy of the displayed action (e.g. more motion energy means negative or attack
actions). When we changed the paradigm in Experiment 2 to make motion energy a
much less effective cue for action classification by creating additional remapped
distractor stimuli that had similar motion energy to the targets but did not show any
meaningful actions, participants were still able to correctly classify the movies into their
relevant categories.
To what degree could participants’ performance relied on alternative recognition such
as 'limb-spotting'? Because some actions are unique in the sense that they involved a
unique limb, e.g. kicking action, it is possible that participants relied on monitoring the
leg for the identification of the kicking action (i.e. defaulted to a ‘limb spotting’ instead
of action recognition strategy). To address the issue, we examined the sensitivity results
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of each action in Experiment 2 (we did not look at RT since differences in RT might be
simply owed to the length of the videos). A limb spotting strategy for kicking should lead
to more accurate responses to this action in all tasks. Contrary to that expectation,
kicking is an action that is recognized with an intermediate recognition performance in
the basic and valence level tasks. As for the subordinate task, kicking is indeed
associated with the best recognition performance. However, this recognition
performance is not significantly different from another action, namely handshake (t =
1.36, df = 31.17, p = 0.19). Similarly, the results for hugging (the only action with
bimanual movement) did not confirm the use of a spotting strategy. Therefore we think
that limb spotting contributes little to the observed effects. Moreover, if participants
would solely rely on limb spotting then recognizing actions carried out by the same limb
(waving, slapping, punching) should be difficult to discriminate, which should lead to
reduced recognition performance. However recognition performance of these actions is
well above chance level.
Using a blocked instead of a random presentation of the different conditions might
account for the high recognition performance in Experiment 2 to a certain degree. While
we have no evidence on the effect of blocking vs. randomizing on recognition
performance, we believe that this would have little influence on the results. We think
that the nature of the task (i.e. looking out for an action in an array of action movies) in
Experiment 2 led participants to rely on a top-down controlled recognition strategy in
which participants monitor only the action channel relevant to the task in order to make
the judgment whether the target action had been shown. It is well conceivable that
participants can quickly switch between action channels that they would like to monitor.
Hence if trials were randomized, participants were very likely to start monitor the
channel corresponding to the target action by the time they have read the target action
word presented at the beginning of the trial. As a result we would expect very little
performance difference between blocked and randomized conditions. In our opinion,
the largest performance change between blocked and randomized condition would be
owed to a higher error rate because of the permanently switching action channels,
which might lead participants to accidentally monitor the incorrect channel.
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Last, we would like to point out our efforts to maintain a high ecological validity in our
study for obtaining more robust results. While one might argue that stick-figures are not
ideal, we think that in this initial study we found the simplest solution to avoid
distracting discrepancies between body and face. Importantly, the large curved screen
combined with the correction of distortion in the display ensured that actions were
displayed at equal distance from the observer in a non-distorted ecological valid fashion.
The use of life-size stimuli that were not scaled with eccentricity further allowed
investigating the perception of actions in the visual periphery under more naturalistic
conditions. In everyday life the size of another person does not change across
eccentricities as long as the interpersonal distance does not change. Our study lines up
with recent efforts that aim at investigating action recognition under more ecological
valid viewing conditions, (e.g. Thornton, Wootton, & Pedmanson, 2014). These authors
investigated the recognition of actions that were presented at various distances from
the viewer and found that performance remains remarkably good even when the
stimulus is moved far away along the line of sight. Here we also find high level of
recognition despite lateral shifts of actions into the visual periphery.

2.6 Conclusion
The results of this study show that the recognition of another person’s actions is well
above chance level even in far periphery. In Experiment 1 Participants were able to
categorize dynamic actions at the first and second level and recognized their emotional
valence up to 60° eccentricity. In the second experiment we showed that the recognition
performance decreased with eccentricity in a nonlinear fashion for static and dynamic
actions. This indicates that the nonlinear decline is unlikely due to the motion
information in the dynamic stimuli.
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3 STUDY II: VIEWPOINT DEPENDENT ACTION
RECOGNITION PROCESSES IN THE VISUAL
PERIPHERY

Laura Fademrecht, Isabelle Bülthoff, Stephan de la Rosa
Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, Germany

3.1 Abstract
Recognizing actions of others in the periphery is required for fast and appropriate
reactions to events in our environment. In this study we investigated the influence of
the viewpoint of a social action on the recognition performance at fixation and in far
visual periphery up to 75° eccentricity. Participants viewed a life-size stick figure avatar
that carried out one of six motion-captured social actions (greeting actions: handshake,
hugging, waving; attacking actions: slapping, punching and kicking). Participants either
identified the actions as ‘greeting’ or as ‘attack’ or assessed the contained emotional
valence. Reaction times were significantly faster for side views than for front views in
both tasks. We argue that the side view (i.e. seeing the actor’s profile) of an action might
provide more visual information about the action as the front view (i.e. seeing the
actor’s front), which might help in peripheral vision where the visual resolution is highly
decreased.
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3.2 Introduction
For humans the recognition of another person’s actions is crucial for fast and
appropriate reactions to events in our environment. As social beings we usually
encounter numerous different social actions in our daily life, that we usually recognize
regardless of the viewpoint from which we see the action. The action ‘waving’ is
recognizable whether we see it from the left, the right, the front or the back.
This process of recognition is closely related to the recognition of objects where the
debate about viewpoint dependency is still ongoing. One theory (structural-description
theory), concerning the recognition of objects shown from different viewpoints, argues
that recognition performance is viewpoint-invariant within a range of viewpoints as long
as all views show the same major component parts (geons) of the object and these parts’
qualitative spatial relations (Biederman & Gerhardstein, 1993). Another theory (imagebased theory) suggests a viewpoint-dependent mechanism and support a multiple-view
approach, where objects are encoded as a set of view-specific representations that are
matched to percepts using mental rotation or normalization procedures to transform
the image to the closest known view (Tarr, 1995). Tarr and Bülthoff (1998) then
proposed a model that combines the most appealing aspects of image-based and
structural-description theories for visual object recognition to explain findings from
psychophysics, neurophysiology and machine vision (see also Foster and Gilson 2002).
Image-based and structural-description theories have been concerned with the
recognition of unfamiliar objects that have been learned only from certain viewpoints.
However, another person’s actions, we encounter everywhere in our environment in
daily life. Therefore, our visual system is already trained to seeing social actions from
various different viewpoints and also in various different manners. Social action stimuli
are nowhere unfamiliar to the human visual system. Nevertheless, there is some
evidence that the recognition of human actions is indeed viewpoint dependent. Jokisch
and colleagues (2006; and Troje et al., 2005) showed that the recognition performance
of one’s own walking pattern was viewpoint-independent whereas the recognition
performance for other familiar individuals was better for frontal and half-profile view
than for profile view. Daems and Verfaillie (1999) showed that priming stimuli that had
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the same view as the test stimuli were more effective than mirror-image prime stimuli.
There is some physiological evidence that the recognition of human bodies is viewpointdependent as well. Perrett et al. (1989) localized cells in the temporal cortex through
single-cell recording that are only activated when seeing faces or bodies from a
particular viewpoint. Verfaillie (1993) examined the effects of depth rotation using
short-term priming with point-light walkers and were able to show that priming effects
only occurred when the priming walker and the test walker had the same orientation.
The apparent existence of viewpoint-dependency of action recognition even though the
stimuli are not completely unfamiliar could be due to the fact that in case of action
recognition the issue of viewpoint-dependency enters a new dimension, since actions
are moving stimuli and can therefore take an infinitive number of different views that
fall as 2D projections on the retina (Daems & Verfaillie, 1999).
Another aspect that might play a role in the viewpoint-dependency of the recognition
of social actions is the social component of these specific types of actions. Since social
actions might elicit some emotional response in the viewer it could be a crucial
difference seeing a social action that is directed to oneself (front view) in contrast to an
action that is directed elsewhere (side view) where the viewer remains an impartial
observer of the action. Assuming this would imply that social perception is
fundamentally different in scenarios of social interaction, compared to a scenario of
mere detached observation of a social action (Schilbach et al., 2013). However, it has
remained unclear whether neural processes are influenced by the degree to which a
person feels involved in an interaction (Schilbach, 2010). Results of Schilbach et al.
(2006), demonstrate that participants give socially relevant facial expressions a higher
rating when they are directed toward the participants and that neural activation
patterns differed when the facial expressions were directed towards the observer.
Nevertheless, it remains unclear to what degree a person feels immersed in interaction
when they merely see human movement that is either directed toward them or directed
somewhere else.
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Considering daily life scenarios however, we must be aware that actions do not only
appear in foveal vision or at the point of fixation, but can appear anywhere in our visual
field. Although the visual abilities diminish towards the periphery people are still able to
recognize actions that appear in far visual periphery with a high accuracy (Fademrecht,
Bülthoff, & de la Rosa, 2016). In the visual periphery the influence of the emotional
content of social actions might even be more important. Findings of Holmes et al. (2005)
suggest that emotional information can be readily extracted from low spatial frequency
input in the visual periphery, activating magnocellular pathways and the amygdala. On
the one hand this might influence the degree to which the person feels engaged in
interaction. On the other hand it is not clear whether a person really feels engaged in an
interaction that is in fact directed towards them but is viewed from the corner of the
eye. In line with this we used two different recognition task. In one recognition task we
asked for the semantic basic level of the action (de la Rosa, Choudhery, et al., 2014),
meaning that participants reported whether they saw a greeting or an attack. In the
other task participants were asked to report the emotional valence of the action
(valence task). In a previous study (Fademrecht et al., 2016), we were able to show a
difference in recognition performance between the two tasks. Evaluating the emotional
valence of the action could elicit a stronger feeling of social involvement than the
semantic categorization of an action and might lead to a stronger effect of the
directedness of the observed action.
The focus of this article is to investigate the viewpoint-dependency of social actions that
are shown at fixation and in the peripheral visual field.

3.3 Methods
Participants: 30 participants were recruited (11 males, 20 females) from the university
community of Tübingen. The age ranged from 21 to 32 years (mean: 25.5). All
participants received monetary compensation for their participation and gave their
informed written consent prior to the experiment. The participants had normal vision
or corrected their visual acuity using contact lenses. The study was conducted in line
with Max Planck Society policy and has been approved by the Max Planck ethics
committee.
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Stimuli:

The six actions were recorded via motion capture using Moven Suits

(XSens, Netherlands). The Xsens MVN Suits consists of 17 inertial and magnetic sensor
modules, which are placed in an elastic lycra suit worn by the actor performing the
actions that were recorded. The sampling rate was 120 Hz. Three actions with positive
emotional valence (handshake, hugging and waving) and three actions with negative
valence (slapping, punching and kicking) were acted out by six different actors (three
male, three female). Every action was repeated six times by each actor, leading to 216
stimuli in total. The actions lasted between 800 and 1500 ms and each action started
with the actor standing in a neutral position (N-pose) and ended with the subjective
peak frame of the action. The subjective peak frame of an action is considered to be the
point in time just before the actor started moving back into the neutral position.
The motion data was mapped onto a grey life-size ‘stick figure avatar’ that was projected
on the screen (height: 25.15° visual angle). The figures, were either oriented towards
the participant or orthogonal to the participant’s direction of view. A stick figure was
used instead of a full-fleshed avatar in order to prevent any other visual cues like
appearance or gender from influencing participant’s recognition judgements.
Furthermore, the use of this simple figure avoids discrepancies between a moving
realistic avatar and his face that would have been static, thus exhibiting a fixed neutral
facial expression with a fixed gaze. Second, thereby we also avoided the discrepancy of
having an avatar with a fixed neutral expression performing actions with an emotional
valence. We refrained from using a point light display because it might give too little
visual information for the lower resolution of the visual system in far periphery.
Apparatus:

Stimuli were presented on a large panoramic screen with a semi-

cylindrical projection system. The semi-circular wide screen was 7 m long (diameter) and
3.2 m in high (230° horizontally, 125° vertically). Six EYEVIS LED DLP projectors
(1920x1200, 60Hz) were used to display the stimuli against a grey background. The
geometry of the screen can be described as a quarter-sphere. The visual distortions
caused by the curved projection screen were compensated virtually with the use of
warping technology software. With this screen visual stimuli can be presented to the
whole horizontal human visual field. Participants placed their head on a chin and
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forehead rest. An eye tracker (Eyelink II, SR Research Ltd., Canada) was used to control
for eye movements. If the participant’s gaze shifted more than 2° away from the fixation
cross in the middle of the screen (0°) the trial was discarded. When the stick figure was
presented at 0° it was presented behind the cross. The Unity 3D (Unity Technologies,
USA) game engine in combination with a custom written control script was used to
control the presentation of the stimuli and to collect responses.
Procedure and Design:

The experiment started with the explanation of the

following experimental procedure (Fig). Each trial began with the presentation of a
fixation cross in the middle of the panoramic screen and the eye tracker started to
record the eye movements. Participants were instructed to keep their gaze fixated on
the fixation cross, while the stick figure appeared at one of the eleven positions in the
participant’s visual field. Trials with a gaze shift larger than 2° were discarded from the
analysis (0.6% of the trials). The task was to answer one of the following two questions
in a between subject design. Participants either answered the question “Was the action
a greeting or an attack?” meaning that they categorized the action on a basic level (basic
level task), or they answered the question “Was the action positive or negative?” to
evaluate the emotional valence of the viewed action (valence task). Participants were
instructed to answer as fast and accurately as possible. They could give the answer as
soon as the stick figure appeared on the screen. In case participants did not respond
before the end of the animation sequence, a prompt appeared on the screen, displaying
the question and the pre-defined response keys on a keyboard (1 or 0 on the keyboard).
Three of the actions had a negative emotional valence (kicking, punching, slapping) and
three had a positive emotional valence (handshake, hugging, waving). Each of the six
actions was presented 120 times. We manipulated the position of the stick figure in the
participant’s visual field (eccentricity), so that it appeared 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° or 75°
away from fixation, randomly either on the left or the right side of the screen (fig). In
half of the trials the action was oriented towards the participant and in the other half of
the trials the actions were directed orthogonal to the participant’s view. The emotional
valence, the orientation of the actions and the positions on the screen were
counterbalanced within participants. That is, each action was presented at each position
20 times in both orientations, which resulted in a total of 480 trials (=20 repetitions x 6
96
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positions x 2 emotional valences x 2 orientations). The 216 stimuli were shown 2.2 times
in the 480 trials. Actions, positions and orientations were random but counterbalanced
within one participant.
The two recognition tasks were performed by two separate groups of 15 participants,
hence recognition task was a between subject factor. Position and orientation were
within subject factors. Reaction times and accuracy served as dependent variables. In
the valence recognition task participants had the answer options “positive” and
“negative”, while in the basic level task the answer options were either “greeting” or
“attack”. At the beginning of an experiment participants received a short training of 10
trials in order to get familiarized with the setup and the task. The stimuli used in the
training trials were different from stimuli in the test trials.

3.4 Results
Accuracy and reaction times are considered to be measurements of recognition
performance. An influence of the stimulus viewpoint on either one of these
measurements can therefore be considered as a change in recognition ability due to the
manipulation. Accuracy and reaction times are presented separately.
Reaction times
Participant’s reaction times increase nonlinearly with eccentricity for both recognition
tasks and both stimulus orientations (Figure 2). A three-way repeated measures ANOVA
revealed a significant main effect of eccentricity (F(5, 140) = 112.56, η2p = 0.36, p < .001)
and therefore supports the visual impression of increasing reaction times with
increasing eccentricity. The ANOVA showed no other main effects (all p values higher
than .05), respectively there was no effect of the recognition task on participant’s
reaction times. There was a significant interaction of eccentricity and stimulus
orientation (F(5, 140) = 8.49, η2p = 0.003, p < .001), which indicated that the increase of
reaction times with eccentricity was different for the two stimulus orientations. A
pairwise comparison via t-test showed, after Bonferroni correction (significance level: p
= .008), no significant difference for the two stimulus orientations at 0° (tpaired = 3.12, df
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= 29, p = .92) and 15° (tpaired = -2.13, df = 29, p = .04). For all other more peripheral
presentations there was a significant difference between the two stimulus orientations
(30°: tpaired = 3.12, df = 29, p = .004; 45°: tpaired = 3.12, df = 29, p = .004; 60°: tpaired = 5.24,
df = 29, p < .001; 75°: tpaired = 4.12, df = 29, p < .001). The side view of the stimulus led to
shorter reaction times than the front view beyond 15° eccentricity. The ANOVA showed
further that all other two-way interactions and the three-way interaction were nonsignificant (all p values higher than .05).

Figure 2: Means and standard errors of reaction times (ms) as a function of eccentricity
for front and side view in the two recognition tasks.

Accuracy
The accuracy for both tasks and the two stimulus orientations decreased nonlinearly
with eccentricity and was above chance level up to 75° (Figure 3). The results of a threeway repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of eccentricity (F(5,
140) = 1.46, η2p = 0.69, p < .001), which indicates a significant decrease of accuracy with
eccentricity. There was no significant main effect of recognition task (F(1, 28) = 2.9, η2p
= 0.03, p < .09) and stimulus orientation (F(1, 28) = 1.17, η2p = 0.002, p = .29). The two98
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way interaction between eccentricity and stimulus orientation was significant (F(5, 140)
= 4.51, η2p = 0.03, p < .001). This shows that the there is a difference between the two
stimulus orientations but only for certain eccentricities. In fact, after Bonferroni
correction (significance level: p = .008), only at 45° eccentricity there was a significant
difference between front view and side view (tpaired = 3.14, df = 29, p = .003). The front
view led to a higher accuracy only at 45°. At all other eccentricities, there was no
significant difference between the two stimulus orientations (all p values higher than
the significance level after Bonferroni correction). All other two-way interactions and
the three-way interaction were non-significant (all p values higher than .05).

Figure 3: Means and standard errors of accuracy (%) as a function of eccentricity for front
and side view in the two recognition tasks.

3.5 Discussion
Our results showed nonlinearly decreasing recognition performance for the action
stimuli with eccentricity. The accuracy was above chance level for all tested
eccentricities (up to 75°). The recognition task had neither an effect on participant’s
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reaction times, nor on the accuracy. Overall the results reveal an extremely high
performance for the recognition of social actions even at such far eccentricities as 75°.
Thorpe and colleagues (2001) were already able to show a performance above chance
level for object recognition at 70.5°. We show with this study that a similarly high
performance can be reached for the recognition of social actions up to 75°.
The major effect of stimulus orientation was visible in the reaction time results. We
found shorter reaction times for the side view of the actions in far periphery, (beyond
15° eccentricity), indicating that in far periphery people are faster when they view an
action in the side view. This could be explained by the fact, that the amount of visual
information about the stimulus is higher in the side view. Seeing a punch from the front
view, where there is just a fist coming towards the observer, and the side view, where
the stretching of the whole body is visible, could help the recognition in far periphery.
The stimuli used in this study are social actions, therefore it is important to also consider
the aspect of social interaction in our experiment. Schilbach and colleagues, who argue
towards a second-person neuroscience, claim that the perception of self-directed
stimuli brain regions that have been related to emotional and evaluative processing
(Schilbach et al., 2006). Perceiving a social stimulus that is directed towards the observer
(here front view) are perceived from a second-person perspective. Here the observer is
part of a social interaction and not only a pure observer of someone else’s actions.
Seeing an action that is directed somewhere else than the observer (here side view) can
be considered as perception from the third-person perspective since the observer is not
part of the interaction and is merely an impartial viewer. Being part of a social
interaction might trigger different processes than those involved in observing someone
else interact (Schilbach et al. 2013). Based on this, one might come to the conclusion
that the recognition of social actions from the second-person perspective (front view)
should have an advantage over the recognition of an action from the third-person
perspective (side view). In our results we find a significant difference between the two
perspectives. However, in our experiment, this difference we found only in far periphery
but not in central vision and near periphery. In far periphery the third-person
perspective (side view) led to shorter reaction times over the second-person perspective
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(front view). Therefore our results contradict the prediction of an advantage of secondperson over third person perspective. But we need to take into account that in
peripheral vision the lower resolution and therefore the need of more visual information
could overwrite the effect of the viewer’s perspective.
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4.1 Abstract
Humans are social beings who interact with other people. For successful interaction, one
needs to be able to recognize the actions of another person. Action recognition is an
important part of our daily life and happens not only in our central visual field. In a recent
study (Fademrecht et al., 2016), we found that peripheral recognition of actions is
surprisingly good even in far periphery up to 60° eccentricity. Moreover we observed a
nonlinear decline of recognition performance in the periphery. These results are
surprising in the light that visual object and face recognition typically linearly declines
with eccentricity – a result attributed to the coarser spatial sampling of visual
information in the visual periphery. Here we examined the spatial sampling area of
action sensitive mechanisms behaviorally (perceptive field sizes) by means of action
adaptation. Participants were adapted to a handshake or a punch action at one position
in the visual field and tested with an ambiguous morph between the two actions at this
and several other position within the visual field. Action adaptation aftereffects where
largest at the adapted location and decreased with increasing distance from the adapted
location. Interestingly this decline with spatial distance was stronger in the periphery
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than in the fovea suggesting the perceptual field sizes decrease with increasing
eccentricity.

4.2 Introduction
Most of the visual information that impinges on the retina falls into the visual periphery
and not in the fovea. Yet the majority of studies examining visual recognition focus their
interest on the fovea. One obvious explanation for this is that visual recognition of
objects, faces, actions, and letters is best in the fovea. As stimuli are presented more
peripherally, recognition performance declines linearly with eccentricity. This decline of
recognition performance in the periphery has been often explained in two ways. Firstly,
in terms of the spacing of the photoreceptors in the retina and of ganglion cells
(Anderson et al., 1991; Banks, Sekuler, & Anderson, 1991; Ennis & Johnson, 2002; Frisen
& Glansholm, 1975; Popovic & Sjöstrand, 2001, 2005) and secondly, in terms of
increasing receptive field sizes towards the periphery and the concomitant reduced
cortical representation of the peripheral visual field (Daniel & Whitteridge, 1961). Both,
scatter and size of receptive fields of ganglion cells are small in the foveal region and
large in the visual periphery (David H Hubel & Wiesel, 1974). The receptive field size
increases linearly, with a corresponding decreasing visual resolution in the visual
periphery (D H Hubel & Wiesel, 1965; Wilson & Sherman, 1976). The linear decline of
visual recognition performance has been shown for low-level visual stimuli (Hansen,
Pracejus, & Gegenfurtner, 2009; Jacobs, 1979; Tynan & Sekuler, 1982) and also for
objects and scenes (Jebara et al., 2009; Nelson & Loftus, 1980; Thorpe et al., 2001).
We recently observed a notable exception to the linear decline of recognition
performance in the visual periphery (Fademrecht et al., 2016). We found the recognition
of life-size human actions to be remarkably good in far periphery up to 60° eccentricity
(Fademrecht et al. 2016). In particular, the decline of action recognition performance
was nonlinear with no statically significant decrease compared to central vision up to
30° eccentricity. It was best described by a cubic trend.
Here we were interested why action recognition performance changes very little in the
near periphery despite the loss of visual resolution caused by larger receptive fields. We
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therefore decided to measure the behavioral correlates of receptive fields, namely
perceptive fields. A perceptive field is considered to be the psychophysical correlate of
the physiologically determined receptive field (Neri & Levi, 2006; Spillmann, 2014;
Troscianko, 1982). In their reviews, Neri and Levi (2006) as well as Spillmann (2014)
provide an overview over experiments in psychophysics and physiology and show a
remarkable commonality between perceptive fields measured by means of behavioral
experiments and receptive fields measured using single-cell recordings. Receptive fields
have been shown to increase in size with increasing eccentricity (D H Hubel & Wiesel,
1965; Wilson & Sherman, 1976) and to scale along the hierarchy of the visual pathways
in the brain (Freeman & Simoncelli, 2011). Neurons in higher processing areas in the
brain pool information from multiple cells of the lower processing stages (Freeman &
Simoncelli, 2011; Giese & Poggio, 2003), leading to an increase in receptive field size.
The extent of perceptive fields has mainly been assessed for low-level visual stimuli (Neri
& Levi, 2006; Ransom-Hogg & Spillmann, 1980; Troscianko, 1982), showing an increase
of perceptive field sizes with increasing eccentricity similar to receptive field sizes.
Human actions are complex high-level visual stimuli for which one can assume large
receptive and perceptive fields. It is widely believed, that perceptive fields for the
recognition of human actions are widely spread, allowing position insensitivity of action
recognition to a large degree (see for example Giese and Poggio 2003).
In the current study, we aimed to measure the perceptive field size underlying action
sensitive visual processes. A method optimal for selectively targeting visual processes is
visual adaptation. In an adaptation experiment participant are exposed to a visual
stimulus (adaptor) for a prolonged amount of time. Typically it is found that this
prolonged exposure to the adaptor transiently changes the subsequent percept of an
ambiguous test stimulus. For example after adapting to a red square a white square is
perceived with a greenish tint (adaptation aftereffect). Adaptation effects are typically
explained in terms of a response change visual processes that are shared between
adaptor and test stimuli (e.g. response change of the red channel which influences the
pooled response across several colour channels) (M. A. Webster, 2011). These action
adaptation effects are most well-known for low level visual features such as colour
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(McCollough, 1965) and orientation (C.W.G. Clifford, 2002; Colin W G Clifford, Wyatt,
Arnold, Smith, & Wenderoth, 2001) but have also reported for more complex visual
patterns such as motion (G. Mather, Verstraten, & Anstis, 1998), and faces (Kovacs,
2005; Rhodes et al., 2003; M. a Webster & MacLeod, 2011), and actions (Barraclough et
al., 2009; de la Rosa et al., 2016; de la Rosa, Streuber, et al., 2014). As for action
recognition, we have recently introduced an action adaptation paradigm that is able to
target visual processes underlying the human ability to categorize actions by means of
action morphing. Here we used action adaptation to assess the perceptual field size of
visual processes sensitive underlying action categorization.
In order to measure the perceptual field size of action categorization processes, we
visually adapted participants at one location within their visual field. We afterwards
probed the adaptation aftereffect at several other locations within the visual field
including the adapted location. We reasoned that adaptation most effectively changes
the response of action recognition processes which have their perceptual field at the
adaptation location. Correspondingly we expected the adaptation to be largest when
the test stimulus is presented at the location of adaptation. If we move the test stimulus
away from the perceptual field centre (i.e. the location of adaptation) into its periphery,
the test stimulus should elicit a reduced response in the corresponding action
recognition process. Consequently we expect a reduced adaptation transfer from the
adapted to the probed location, which should result in a smaller adaptation effect.
Finally, if we were to move the test stimulus outside of the adapted perceptual field, the
action recognition process should not respond to the stimulus anymore. Consequently
we would not expect an adaptation transfer between the adapted and probed location
and hence there should be no adaptation effect. In essence, the magnitude of the
adaptation effect as a function of spatial separation between adaptor and test stimulus
should give a rough estimate for the perceptual field size at the adapted location.
To this end participants saw a life sized human-like avatar that carried out an action
(handshake or punch) for a prolonged amount of time at one position in their visual field
and were subsequently tested with an ambiguous test stimulus somewhere in their
visual field (including the adapted position). We measured the magnitude of the
adaptation effect as a function of spatial adaptor-test separation.
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Finally, we were interested in whether the perceptive field size is able to explain our
previous experimental results. For this reason we examined the relation between
perceptual field sizes and action recognition.

4.3 Methods
Participants: 45 subjects (20 males, 25 females) from the local community of Tübingen
participated in the experiment. All participants received monetary compensation for
their participation. Their age ranged from 19 to 37 years (mean: 25.3). The visual acuity
of the participants was either normal or corrected to normal, using contact lenses.
Participants gave their informed written consent form prior to the experiment. The
study was conducted in line with Max Planck Society policy and has been approved by
the University of Tübingen ethics committee.
Apparatus:

For stimulus presentation, a large panoramic screen with a half-

cylindrical virtual reality projection system was used (Figure 1). The almost semi-circular
screen is 3.2 m high and 7 m long. It covers 230° horizontally and 125° vertically of the
visual field of our participants seated in front of the screen. The format of the screen
can be described as a quarter-sphere. Six LED DLP projectors (1920x1200, 60Hz; EYEVIS,
Germany) were used to display the stimuli against a grey background on the screen. We
used warping technology software (NVIDIA, Germany) to compensate for the visual
distortions of the display caused by the curved projection screen . All stimuli were
presented at a virtual distance of 3 m. Participants sat on a chair in front of a desk. The
desk was placed in the middle of the screen arena. Participants placed their head on a
chin and forehead rest, mounted on the desk. During each experimental trial, they were
required to keep their eyes focused on a white fixation cross, placed on the screen
straight ahead of them. This position of the cross was defined as 0° position. An eye
tracker (Eyelink II, SR Research Ltd., Canada) was used to control for their eye
movements. When the stick figure was presented at 0°, it was presented behind the
cross. The Unity 3D (Unity Technologies, USA) game engine in combination with a
custom written control script was used to control the presentation of the stimuli and to
collect responses given by the participants via predefined keys on a keyboard.
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Stimuli:

A handshake and a punch action performed by one actor were recorded

via motion capture using Moven Suits (XSens, Netherlands). The Xsens MVN Suit consists
of 17 inertial and magnetic sensor modules, placed in an elastic lycra full-body suit worn
by the actor. The sampling rate was 120 Hz. Both actions started with the actor standing
in a neutral position and lasted 708 ms. Each action ended at the peak frame of the
action, which was specified as the point in time just before the actor started moving
back to the neutral position.
The motion data was mapped onto a grey ‘stick figure avatar’, in order to prevent visual
cues like appearance and gender to influence participants’ decisions. Using a stick figure
had the advantage that we did not have to record facial movement information (e.g.
expression and gaze) and hand and foot motions. We favoured the use of a stick figure
over a dynamic point-light display because the sparse structure of the latter might
unduly hinder recognition because of the decreasing spatial resolution of the visual
system towards the periphery. The avatar was life-size, with a height of 170 cm,
(subtending approximately 25° of vertical visual angle). The position midway between
both hips of the stick figure avatar defined the general position of the stick figure avatar
in the visual field (and on the screen). The stimuli were oriented toward the participant
and presented along the same latitude (i.e. on the same horizontal axis) at any position
on the screen.
We created adaptor and test stimuli derived from the action sequences. For the test
stimuli, we used a morphing algorithm that allowed creating body motions in between
the punch and the handshake action Various weighted averages of the positions in
space of each joint on the body (for example the elbow) in the two action sequences
were calculated for each action frame. The point of subjective equality was defined as
the weighted average (morph ratio) at which the whole action looked completely
ambiguous. We used the following seven morph levels, which we determined to elicit
an ambiguous percept of the actions in six participants in a pilot study: 36%, 38%, 40%,
43%, 45%, 48%, 50%, 53%, and 55% of the punch action. The 100% punch and 100%
handshake actions served as adaptor stimuli.
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Procedure and Design:

Participants sat in the middle of the screen arena (as

indicated by a fixation cross) with their heads rested on a chin rest. A fixation cross in
the centre of the screen was present on the screen during the whole duration of each
stimulus presentation. To control for eye movements we mounted an Eyelink II eye
tracker on the chin rest and recorded participants’ eye movements (trials with a gaze
shift larger than 2° were discarded from all analyses; less than 1% of the trials).
Participants were instructed to fixate the cross and informed that trials in which their
gaze moved away from the cross would be excluded.
First, we probed participant’s perception of the test stimuli without visual adaptation
(baseline condition). In the baseline condition, each trial started with the presentation
of the fixation cross and, after 500 ms, the test stimulus was presented for 708 ms. The
question “What did it look more like?” and the response options “handshake” and
“punch” along with their respective answer keys (0 and 1) appeared on the screen 500
ms after the test stimulus was presented. Participants responded using corresponding
keys on a keyboard. The seven test stimuli were presented three times at the seven
positions in the visual field (-60°, -40°, -20°, 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°) in random order.
Next, participants continued with the experimental conditions. In one condition the
handshake action was used as adaptor, in the other the punch action served as adaptor.
During all experimental conditions participants were asked to look at the fixation cross
in the middle of the screen. At the beginning of each condition, participants watched
the adaptor 26 times before the actual experimental trials started. An experimental trial
consisted of four adaptation presentations (each 708 ms; Adaptor ISI: 500 ms) which
was followed by a beep sound (frequency: 1000 Hz). The beep sound always preceded
the presentation of the test stimulus and was meant to help participants which stimulus
to judge (i.e. the one after the beep). The test stimulus was presented for 708 ms.
Subsequently, the question “What did it look more like?” and the response options
“handshake” and “punch” appeared on the screen 500 ms after the test stimulus was
presented. Participants responded using corresponding keys on a keyboard.
Participants were instructed attend to the adaptor during the adaptation phase and to
decide whether the test action looked more like a handshake or a punch.
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Three separate groups of 15 participants were tested with a different position for the
adaptor (0°, -20° or -40°). Hence, adaptor position was a between-subjects factor. For
each group we tested two experimental conditions. Each experimental condition probed
only one adaptor (handshake vs. punch) at the same adaptor position in the visual field.
The testing order of the two experimental conditions was counterbalanced across
participants. Within each experimental condition the test stimulus varied its position
with every trial randomly (for adaptation at 0°: -60°, -40°, -20°, 0°, 20°, 40°, 60°; for
adaptation at -20° (left of the fixation cross) and -40° the positions -70° and 70° were
added to the test position at 0°). Each of the test stimuli was presented three times at
each of the seven positions (respectively nine positions for adaptation at -20° and -40°)
in the visual field. Participants were instructed to report their subjective feeling, without
trying to be constant in their answer patterns. Responses were given via key press on a
keyboard. The total duration of an experimental condition was about 50 minutes.

Figure 4: Experimental procedure

4.4 Results
The adaptation effect was calculated as the difference in proportion punch responses
between the handshake and punch adaptation conditions.
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of the adaptation effect over the visual field (the tested
positions) for adaptation at 0° eccentricity (cyan), for adaptation at -20° (blue) and -40°
(orange). For all three adaptation positions the adaptation effect is highest at the
position of adaptation (adaptation at 0°: 0.57; adaptation at -20°: 0.49; adaptation at 40°: 0.29), and decreases as adaptor-test distance increases. For adaptation at 0°
eccentricity we find, using Bonferroni corrected t-tests, a significant adaptation effect
for testing at 0° (tpaired = 8.88, df = 14, p < .001), at -20° (tpaired = 6.59, df = 14, p < .001),
at 20° (tpaired = 4.79, df = 14, p < .001) and 40° (tpaired = 3.06, df = 14, p < .01) eccentricity.
At all other testing positions there was no significant adaptation effect (all p values
higher than .01, the significance level after Bonferroni correction). For adaptation at 20° we identified significant adaptation effects only for testing at -20° (tpaired = 6.1, df =
14, p < .001). For all other testing positions the p value was higher than 0.0125
(significance level after Bonferroni correction). When we adapted at -40° we find the
only significant adaptation effect for testing at -40° eccentricity (tpaired = 4.4, df = 14, p <
.001), while for all other testing positions the adaptation effect was nonsignificant (all p
values were higher than 0.0125, the significance level after Bonferroni correction).
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Figure 5: Distribution of the adaptation effect over the testing positions for adaptation
at 0° eccentricity (cyan), adaptation at -20° eccentricity (blue) and adaptation at -40°
eccentricity (orange)

Receptive fields for a population of neurons have been approximated with a twodimensional Gaussian function (Amano, Wandell, & Dumoulin, 2009; Dumoulin &
Wandell, 2008; Zuiderbaan, Harvey, & Dumoulin, 2012). Since it is reasonable to assume
that the adaptation paradigm probes a population of neural responses here along only
one (i.e. the horizontal) dimension, we approximated the shape of the perceptive fields
with a one-dimensional Gaussian functions (equation 1). The fits were carried out by
means of the ‘gfit’ function in MATLAB. We fitted the following function:
1

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑚 ∙ (√2∙𝜋∙𝜎2 ) ∙ 𝑒

(𝑥−µ)2
)
2∙𝜎2

−1∙(

Equation 1

The parameter ‘µ’ indicates the position of the maximum of the Gaussian function and
therefore, in this case, the position of adaptation. ‘m’ is a scaling parameter that scales
the function along the y axis. The Gaussian functions fit the data well with a mean R2 of
0.98.
We defined the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian function as spatial
extent of the perceptive field. For adaptation at 0° eccentricity, we found a spatial
perceptive field of 62.74°, whereas for adaptation at peripheral positions we find smaller
perceptive fields (for -20°: 29.06; for -40°: 25.72°). The Gaussian functions of the
different adaptation positions overlap to a large degree, indicating that the channel at
0° influences also the recognition of actions at adjacent positions.
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Figure 6: Gaussian Functions fitted to the data of the distribution of the adaptation effect
over the testing positions for adaptation at 0° eccentricity (cyan), adaptation at -20°
eccentricity (blue) and adaptation at -40° eccentricity (orange)

The relationship between perceptive field size and action recognition
Can the perceptive fields measured in this study explain action recognition performance
found in the previous study (Fademrecht et al 2016)? For this reason we examined the
relationship between the spatial extent of action sensitive channels and the recognition
performance for social actions from a previous experiment (Fademrecht et al., 2016).
Typically, the summed output of perceptual channels and human performance correlate
well for low level and more complex visual stimuli (M P S To, Baddeley, Troscianko, &
Tolhurst, 2011; M. To, Lovell, Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2008; Michelle P. S. To, Lovell,
Troscianko, & Tolhurst, 2010).
For this reason we tried to establish a mathematical relationship between the spatial
extent of perceptual fields of action sensitive channels and the measured recognition
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performance. A summation of the Gaussian functions with a scaling factor ‘w’ and an
offset ‘c’ represent a good fit of the recognition performance with an R2 of 0.99:
Equation 1:
𝑛=3

𝑑

′ (𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)

= 𝑐 + 𝑤 ∙ ∑ 𝐺𝑖 (𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦)
𝑖

Figure 7: Sum of Gaussians (grey) fitted to the recognition performance data (green) of
a previous experiment (Fademrecht et al., 2016)

Therefore showing that the model, based on the distribution of perceptual fields of
action sensitive channels, can predict the recognition performance for social actions that
appear somewhere in the visual field.

4.5 Discussion
In the current study, we used an action adaptation paradigm to investigate the size of
perceptive fields of action sensitive channels. We then examined whether perceptual
fields and recognition performance are related in order to see whether perceptual field
size is a potential candidate for explaining action recognition in the periphery.
We found several interesting results. First, for all adapted locations, the adaptation
effect is largest at the adapted position. Second, the magnitude of the adaptation effect
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at the adapted position decreased with increasing eccentricity. Third, FWHM decreases
with increasing eccentricity. We discuss the implication of each
This is interesting for the discussion about the origin of the action adaptation aftereffect.
Here an open question remained to what degree high-level (e.g. decision) mechanisms
mediate the action adaptation aftereffect. Cognitive factors his indicates that the action
adaptation aftereffect is a locally bound effect.
Our results show that the adaptation effect not only occurred at the position of
adaptation but at adjacent positions as well. Although, the further away from the
adaptation position the test stimulus was shown, the smaller was the adaptation effect.
Therefore, the adaptation effect can be used as a tool to measure the spatial extent of
perceptive fields of neuronal populations.
For adaptation at fixation, we found the largest perceptive field of action sensitive
channels. Toward the periphery, the spatial extent of the perceptive fields decreased,
as well as the amount of activation of the channel. We therefore find that the perceptive
fields of neuronal populations seem to decrease with eccentricity, whereas receptive
field sizes of ganglion cells increase with eccentricity. One possible explanation could be
the overall lower visual abilities in the periphery. The smaller perceptive field could be
the result of a lower recognition performance and therefore a lower adaptation effect
at peripheral positions. In a previous experiment on the other hand, we were able to
show that the recognition performance for social actions is similar to the performance
in central vision between -45° and 45° eccentricity (Fademrecht et al., 2016). This would
indicate that the recognition performance at -20° does not differ significantly from the
recognition performance in central vision and thus should not result in such a large
difference in measured perceptive fields. More research is needed to further investigate
the decreasing receptive field sizes of action sensitive neuronal populations with
eccentricity.
Since the perceptive fields overlap to a large degree and the action channel in central
vision influences the recognition of actions at adjacent positions, the recognition
performance is high for positions with a high influence of the action sensitive channel in
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central vision. Only for eccentric positions with low or no influence of the central
channel, we find a decrease in action recognition performance. This information
therefore provides an explanation for the surprisingly high action recognition
performance in the visual periphery.
Interestingly we were able to use the knowledge we gained about perceptual fields of
action channels to model the action recognition performance in a previous experiment
(Fademrecht et al., 2016). By summation of the Gaussian functions that represent the
spatial extent and the activation of action sensitive perceptual channels, we could model
the action recognition performance throughout the visual field. This model can give us
an explanation for the high and nonlinearly declining recognition performance, that we
found previously (Fademrecht et al., 2016). Since the perceptual fields overlap to a large
degree and the action channel in central vision influence also the recognition of actions
at adjacent positions, the recognition performance is high for positions with a high
influence of the action sensitive channel in central vision. Only for eccentric positions
with a small or no influence of the central channel, we find a decrease in action
recognition performance. This information therefore provides an explanation for the
surprisingly high action recognition performance in the visual periphery.
Our results are also important considering position sensitivity of action recognition
processes. Increasing position invariance is assumed for human actions with increasing
cortical hierarchy, although the extent of this position insensitivity remains still unclear
(Fleischer et al. 2013). The recognition of human actions usually takes place not in a fixed
portion of the visual field because actions are moving and can include different parts of
the visual field over the course of time. Therefore, position invariance to a large degree
facilitates the recognition of another person’s actions. However, complete position
invariance in higher stages of processing would on the other hand hinder the recognition
in cases where for example other actors or objects are involved in an observed scene.
Furthermore, action recognition requires a good balance between selectivity and
generalizability. On the one hand, the recognition process must be selective enough to
be able to distinguish subtle details between action categories and on the other hand,
recognition must be generalized across the actor’s identity, size and position. The
current study shows that the recognition of human actions is position sensitive, although
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the perceptive fields seem to be quite large and the perceptive field at fixation to a large
degree invades the visual periphery and executes a large influence on the perception of
actions at peripheral positions.
In contrast to the widespread view that along the cortical hierarchy object recognition
is increasingly position invariant (DiCarlo & Cox, 2007; Hoffman & Logothetis, 2009;
Riesenhuber & Poggio, 2000), other physiological studies already indicate position
sensitivity at higher stages of processing for object recognition. It has been reported that
even at processing stages involving IT position sensitivity can still be found. Single cell
recording has revealed that receptive field sizes of neurons in IT range from 2.5° to 25°
(Op de Beeck & Vogels, 2000). This already indicates a large variety of receptive field
sizes at that stage of processing, which hinders a clear conclusion about position
sensitivity. Kravitz and colleagues (2010) showed, with a behavioral object recognition
experiment, significant reduction of priming effects with changes in position. Although
the precise extent of this position sensitivity remains unclear, since most of the research
has tested position shifts smaller than 7° (Riesenhuber and Poggio 1999; Kravitz,
Kriegeskorte, & Baker, 2010; Sayres et al., 2015; Schwarzlose, Swisher, Dang, &
Kanwisher, 2008), it is possible that object representations simply span larger portions
of the visual field. This is similar to what we have shown here for the recognition of
human actions. Although the central perceptive field already spans large parts of the
visual field one cannot speak of position invariance as we show that at -20° eccentricity
another action sensitive channel is being stimulated.

4.6 Conclusion
In the current study, we used an action adaptation paradigm to measure perceptive field
sizes of action sensitive channels. The perceptive fields span over large portions of the
visual field and decrease towards the periphery. The overlap of perceptive fields might
seems to be leading to an influence of the action channel in central vision on the
recognition of actions at adjacent positions in the visual periphery. The influence of the
largest field in the fovea on peripheral positions might explain the high and nonlinearly
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declining recognition performance that we found in a previous experiment (Fademrecht
et al., 2016).
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5.1 Abstract
In real life, we need to recognize the actions of other individuals whether they are alone
or surrounded by other people or when their actions are perceived outside of our foveal
vision. Even though action recognition under such complex circumstances is crucial for
social functioning, little is known about action recognition in such viewing conditions. In
the current study, we therefore investigated whether the presence of a crowd has an
impact on action recognition using an action adaptation paradigm. For higher ecological
validity, we used life-size moving human figures to study the high-level visual
mechanisms underlying action categorization. We assessed action recognition in two
tasks (a recognition and an adaptation task) in central vision and at 40° eccentricity
under four different viewing conditions: the moving figure was presented (1) alone, (2)
in a crowd of static actors, (3), in a crowd of neutrally moving (idling) actors or (4) in a
crowd of actors that performed the same actions as the adaptation stimulus. In both
tasks we found recognition and adaptation performance was little affected by the crowd
both at fixation and in the periphery with aftereffects larger at fixation. Our results
suggest that action recognition mechanisms are robust even in visually distracting
environments at fixation and in the periphery when tested under natural viewing
conditions.
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5.2 Introduction
Prolonged exposure to a visual stimulus, often called adaptation, can transiently change
the subsequent percept of an ambiguous test stimulus away from the adapted stimulus.
For example, after adapting to a red square a white square is perceived with a greenish
tint. The presence of such adaptation aftereffects may be explained by shared visual
processes between adaptor and test stimuli (e.g. the pooled response across several
color channels). Adaptation is thought to alter the response properties of visual
processes involved in the perception of the adaptor. If these processes are partially
shared between adaptor and test, these alterations are passed on to the perception of
the test stimulus thereby changing its percept (Webster 2011). By systematically varying
the visual similarity between adaptor and test stimulus, adaptation aftereffects can be
used to assess the tuning characteristics of visual processes. This method has therefore
also been called the psychophysicist's microelectrode (Frisby, 1979).
Adaptation aftereffects have become a popular paradigm for behavioral study of the
response properties of visual processes. While early work on visual adaptation
aftereffects focused on low-level stimulus properties such as color, motion, and
orientation (C.W.G. Clifford, 2002; Gibson & Radner, 1937; M. A. Webster & Leonard,
2008), in recent decades scientists have started exploring high-level adaptation
aftereffects. Most of this research has focused on face perception. For example, reliable
adaptation aftereffects have been demonstrated for the perception of facial
characteristics, such as sex, attractiveness, ethnicity, and identity (Leopold et al., 2001;
Rhodes et al., 2003, 2010; M. A. Webster et al., 2004). These studies suggest that
adaptation is not a unique mechanism of the low-level sensory cortex, but can also
target higher-level cortical areas.
Adaptation paradigms have also been applied to study the visual processes underlying
action perception. Previous research mainly focused on investigating the visual
mechanisms regarding the perception of gender (Jordan et al., 2006; Troje et al., 2006)
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and emotions (Roether et al., 2009) from human biological motion, walking direction
discrimination (Barraclough & Jellema, 2011) and weight judgments with objectdirected actions (Barraclough et al., 2009). However, action categorization, an essential
process for social behavior, has received much less attention. Action categorization is
important for social interactions as it enables the observer to choose an appropriate
response to a variety of body movements. The visual mechanisms underlying action
categorization are poorly understood. One of the first studies uniting an adaptation
methodology with the study of high-level influences on categorical action perception
was conducted by de la Rosa and colleagues (2014). They employed an action adaptation
paradigm to show that action recognition is modulated by social context. Participants
categorized static images of ambiguous actions that were rendered from a video
showing the body posture transition between a wave and a punch. The authors found
that action adaptation aftereffects were modulated by social action context (friendly or
hostile) that preceded the action although the physical properties of adaptor and test
stimuli were unchanged. These findings support the idea that action categorization is
modulated by high-level influences.
To better understand action recognition in real-life situations, it is necessary to examine
action recognition under more naturalistic viewing conditions than has previously been
done. In real life, the observer is often required to recognize actions in the presence of
other people and both in central vision and the visual periphery. Take for example a
defender in a football match who is running towards an opponent who is in possession
of the ball. In this situation the defender needs to recognize whether the opponent is
passing the ball or is running with it. Importantly this task is done in a visual background
crowded with other moving players. Moreover, the defender needs to monitor the
actions of other opponents in his visual periphery that might try to join the attack. The
current study sought to examine the influence of these two important factors on the
categorization of actions: the presence of other people in the scene and the presence of
the stimulus in the visual periphery instead of foveal vision.
Additional individuals in the visual field, standing close to the actor, could induce the
well-known crowding effects, especially in the visual periphery. Crowding has a
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deleterious effect on visual recognition of objects and actions and is mostly found in
peripheral vision, due to the decline of visual acuity towards the periphery (Levi, 2008).
In action recognition, crowding has been studied in the context of biological motion with
point-light walkers. In a direction discrimination task, Ikeda et al. (2013) showed that
crowding occurred only with walking flankers but not with scrambled flankers, thus
indicating that crowding of biological motion is a high-level effect. In the experiment of
Thornton and Vuong (2004) participants performed a flanker task and were asked to
discriminate the walking direction of the central walker while ignoring the flankers. The
results show that biological motion can be processed passively in a bottom-up fashion
and therefore the flankers’ walking direction influenced the perception of the target
stimuli’s walking direction. However, little is known about the effect of crowding on the
human ability to distinguish different actions. Applying clutter in the form of additional
actors in the visual scene allows us to investigate the degree to which ‘natural visual
clutter’ in the scene negatively impacts the visual processes underlying the ability to tell
different actions apart. To that end, we used an action recognition and action adaptation
task. The latter allows selective targeting of action categorization processes.
Previous research on peripheral action recognition is scarce, especially concerning the
far visual periphery. The few available studies used point-light walkers in detection and
direction discrimination tasks at eccentricities up to only 12° away from fixation. Results
show that such actions can be detected reliably in this “near” peripheral range, though
performance is better in foveal vision (Ikeda et al., 2005, 2013; B. Thompson et al.,
2007). In a recent study about action recognition in the far periphery, participants
viewed human actions at different positions in the visual field (up to 60° eccentricity)
and categorized their actions at various categorization levels (a handshake could be
classified as a handshake or a greeting for example). This study showed that action
categorization performance in the far periphery is comparable to central vision
(Fademrecht, Bülthoff, and de la Rosa, 2016). Here, with a setup similar to the one used
by Fademrecht and colleagues, we investigate action discrimination at 0° and 40°
eccentricity. We assessed whether action discrimination performance at these locations
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is robust against the presence of a crowd in two different tasks, namely action
adaptation (Experiment 1) and action recognition (Experiment 2).
In summary, the aim of the current study is to investigate action recognition under more
realistic viewing conditions by examining the influence of a crowded visual environment
on action adaptation aftereffects and action recognition performance both in the fovea
and the visual periphery. In Experiment 1, we use an action adaptation paradigm similar
to the one de la Rosa et al. (2014) developed to investigate action recognition processes.

5.3 Experiment 1
5.3.1 Methods
Participants: 28 participants (18 females) were recruited from the local communi ty of
Tübingen. Participants received monetary compensation for their participation in the
experiment. Their ages ranged from 20 to 56 years (M: 28.5; SD: 8.5). Participants’ visual
acuity was normal or corrected to normal with contact lenses, since glasses might
occlude parts of the visual periphery. Participants provided written informed consent
prior to the experiment. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki and under advisement of the ethics board of the University of Tübingen.
Apparatus:

A large panoramic screen with a semi-cylindrical 2D projection system

was used for the presentation of the stimuli (Figure 8). The almost semi-circular screen
is 3.2 m high and 7 m long. It covers 230° horizontally and 125° vertically of the visual
field of our participants seated in front of the screen. The basic geometry of the screen
can be described as a quarter-sphere. Six LED DLP projectors (1920x1200, 60Hz) (EYEVIS,
Germany) were used to display the stimuli against a grey background on the screen. We
used warping technology software (NVIDIA, Germany) to compensate for the visual
distortions of the display caused by the curved projection screen . The stimuli had the
size of a human figure placed 4 m to 6 m away from the participant. During experimental
trials participants were required to focus their gaze on a white fixation cross presented
on the screen straight ahead of them. The position of the cross was defined as the 0°
position. The Unity 3D (Unity Technologies, USA) game engine in combination with a
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custom written control script was used to control presentation of the stimuli and
response collection of keypresses given by the participants.

Figure 8: Experimental Setup. Semi-cylindrical screen with the participant positioned in
the center.

Stimuli: Two human actions (hug and clap) were recorded from one actress (height: 168
cm) via motion capture using MVN Suits (XSens, Netherlands). The Xsens MVN Suit
consists of 17 inertial and magnetic sensor modules placed in an elastic lycra suit worn
by the actor. The sampling rate of the sensors was 120 Hz. Both actions started with a
neutral body position and lasted 1385 ms. The actions ended in a peak frame, which was
specified as the point in time just before the actor started moving back to the neutral
position. The biological motion data was mapped onto a virtual avatar. To display the
actions, we mapped the biological motion data onto a life-size grey stick figure avatar
(height: 170 cm, approximately 24° visual angle (VA)). The choice of using a stick figure
instead of a more realistic avatar prevented other visual cues like appearance or gender
from influencing participants’ decisions besides the motion of the body. The position of
the stick figure avatar on the screen was defined by the position of a point midway
between both hips. The avatar was always oriented towards the participant. Its position
on the screen varied between 0° eccentricity and 40° eccentricity to the right.
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To create ambiguous action stimuli a morphing algorithm was implemented to create
body motions in between the hug and the clap actions. The weighted averages of the
positions for each joint on the body (for example the elbow) for the two actions were
calculated for each action frame. We adjusted the morph levels of the ambiguous test
stimuli for each participant individually. In order to obtain five different morph levels
that participants perceived to be ambiguous, we presented the morph between the two
actions in 0.1 proportion steps and asked each participant to indicate when the morphed
action looked ambiguous (stimuli were presented at 0° VA). For all participants five
morph levels around their individual ambiguous morph value were chosen. They were
equally spaced by a 0.025 morph level value (minimum morph level 0.33; maximum
morph level 0.63).
Each action stimulus was presented on the screen in four different crowd conditions: no
crowd, static crowd, neutral crowd and active crowd. In the no crowd condition, the
target stimuli were presented alone on the screen. In the in the other crowd conditions,
the target stimuli were surrounded by 16 additional stick-figures distributed pseudosymmetrically left and right of the fixation position. We would like to point out that the
crowd was presented during both the adaptation and test phases. The crowd avatars
were positioned on an arc of a circle (6 m virtual distance away from the participant),
with the whole crowd spanning 140° VA. Avatars were first distributed evenly in the
crowd (separated by 9.33° VA). Then an unequal spacing between avatars was obtained
by adding random jitter in the x- and z-coordinates (range:

1.17° VA) along the arc of

a circle to make the crowd’s positioning appear more natural. These figures performed
distinct idle movements continuously in the neutral crowd condition, or were fixed to
the posture of the first frame of the idle movement sequence in the static crowd
condition. Various idle movements (e.g. stepping from one foot to the other, shaking
one leg) were selected from Rocketbox Libraries (Havok, Ireland) and applied to each
figure randomly. Selection criteria for the idle animations were that the arms were never
lifted above the chest, and that the animation was calm and moderately paced. These
criteria were applied to allow clear distinction between the clap and hug actions and the
idle animations, thus ensuring easy identification of the target stimulus. In the active
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crowd condition, the crowd members were randomly assigned with either the hug or
the clap action.
The crowd members that were closest to the target stimuli were positioned at a distance
of 4.7° VA 1.17° VA from the adaptor and test stimuli. The shoulder width of the stick
figures amounted to 6° VA for the target stimuli and between 3.6° VA and 5 ° VA for the
crowd stick figures (due to the larger virtual distance of the crowd). When the jitter in xand z-coordinates was maximal, the distance between the shoulders of the flankers and
the target stimulus were 0.1° apart. During execution of the actions however, the arms
of the stick figures were moving, which led to an overlap to a certain degree of the target
stimuli and the crowd members in all the trials.
Procedure and Design:

Participants were seated in the middle of the arena and

their heads were stabilized with a chin and forehead rest placed on a desk in front of
them (see Figure 1). A fixation cross was continuously present during target stimulus
presentation. In the baseline condition we probed participants' perception of the test
stimuli without prior adaptation both at 0° and 40° eccentricity. Each trial began with
presentation of the fixation cross and, after 500 ms, the test stimulus for 1385 ms. After
an inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms the question: “What did it look like?” and the
response options “hug” and “clap” appeared on the screen. Participants were asked to
respond using corresponding keys on a keyboard. Each of the five ambiguous test stimuli
was presented three times in random order. Presentation location (0° vs 40°
eccentricity) was also randomized.
After the baseline measurements, the experimental conditions were probed which
tested all possible combinations of our experimental manipulations: the adaptation
aftereffect was tested in three different crowd conditions (no crowd, static crowd and
moving crowd) and at two different eccentricities (0°, 40° eccentricity), as described
above. The hug and the clap actions served as adaptor stimuli while each of the five
ambiguous morphs were used as test stimuli. In every experimental condition
participants' task was to categorize the actions of the test stimulus as either clap or hug.
Adaptor conditions were blocked, such that participants first completed all trials either
with the hug or the clap action as the adaptor stimulus. Eccentricity was also blocked,
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meaning that within each of the adaptor conditions, participants first completed all trials
either with the adaptor and test stimulus presented at 0° eccentricity, or with the
adaptor and test stimulus presented at 40° eccentricity. Adaptation and test always
occurred at the same position. Finally, within each eccentricity block, the crowd
conditions were blocked as well with a randomized presentation order of crowd blocks
(no crowd, static crowd and neutral crowd and active crowd). Adaptor block order was
pseudo-randomized across participants. We used a between-subjects design in the
sense that 16 participants performed the no crowd, the static crowd and the neutral
crowd condition and 12 participants performed the no crowd and the active crowd
condition.
Figure 9 shows the chronological sequence of an experimental trial. Each first trial in an
experimental condition started with an initial adaptation phase in which the adaptor
stimulus was shown 26 times (inter stimulus interval (ISI) = 500ms). After the initial
adaptation phase, the experimental trials were presented. Each trial consisted of the
presentation of the adaptors (either hug as adaptor or clap as adaptor) repeated 4 times.
Adaptation was followed by an audible beep sound (1000 Hz), then, after a 500 ms ISI,
by one of the five ambiguous test stimuli and the answer screen (Figure 2). Participants
had unlimited time to respond. The next trial started immediately after the participants
gave their response via keypress. Participants were explicitly instructed that a decision
about the category of the test stimulus (hug or clap) was expected only during the test
phase, not during the adaptation phase. Participants were asked to report their
subjective feeling without trying to be constant in their answer patterns. Within an
experimental condition we probed action categorization for each of the 5 morph levels
three times for a total of 45 trials per experimental condition. Test stimuli presentation
was randomized.
An Eyelink II eye tracker mounted on the chin rest recorded participants' eye
movements. Participants were informed to fixate the fixation cross because otherwise
the data could not be used for analysis. We had planned to remove from analysis trials
for which participants moved their gaze away from the fixation cross by more than 2°
during the stimulus presentation. Due to a technical error, the eye-tracking data could
not be used. However, previous research using the same testing environment has shown
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that participants can reliably fixate (proportion of invalid trials was 1%) even during
stimulation of the visual periphery.

Figure 9: Timeline of an experimental trial.

5.3.2 Results
Two participants were excluded due to their performance in the baseline condition: they
did not perceive the morphed test actions ambiguously and always gave the same
response to all test stimuli.
We assessed the adaptation effect for each adaptor separately (hug and clap adaptation
aftereffects). For all conditions, results were assessed in terms of proportion of clap
responses. The adaptation aftereffect was obtained by subtracting the proportion of
clap responses after exposure to an adaptor (hug or clap) from the proportion of clap
responses in the condition without adaptation (baseline condition). We also calculated
the overall change in perception (overall adaptation effect) as the difference in clap
responses between the hug and clap adaptation conditions.
Figure 10 illustrates the hug and clap adaptation aftereffects in the four crowd
conditions at fixation and in the periphery. As expected, we observed an antagonistic
adaptation effect in all experimental conditions. Specifically, adapting to a hug action
resulted in participants perceiving the ambiguous action more like a clap (increase of
clap responses relative to baseline). Similarly, adapting to a clap action leads participants
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to perceive the test action as a hug (i.e. a decrease of the number of clap responses
relative to baseline). Figure 11 shows the overall adaptation effect. Visual inspection of
this figure suggests that adaptation effects are smaller for 40° eccentricity than for 0°
eccentricity.

Figure 10: Average difference in number of clap responses between baseline condition
and adapted condition for each adaptor. Colors indicate which adaptor was used. Error
bars represent standard error of the mean.

To more formally assess the effects of the crowd condition and presentation eccentricity
on the overall adaptation effect, a linear mixed model with crowd condition and
eccentricity as fixed factors and participant as random factor was calculated. We
allowed the intercept and the slope to vary randomly in a per participant fashion within
both fixed factors. The results show that the overall adaptation aftereffect is significantly
stronger at 0° eccentricity than at 40° (F(1,65) = 12.78, p = 0.02). There was no significant
main effect of the crowd condition (F(3,65) = 4.01, p = 0.81). Hence, the static crowd,
the neutral crowd and the active crowd had little influence on the adaptation aftereffect
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in comparison to the no crowd condition (Figure 4). The interaction between eccentricity
and crowd condition was non-significant (F(3,65) = 0.96, p = 0.22).

Figure 11: Overall adaptation aftereffects for each crowd condition. Colors represent the
four crowd conditions. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

5.3.3 Discussion
In Experiment 1, we used an action adaptation paradigm to study the robustness of
action recognition mechanisms to the presence of a crowd and to peripheral viewing
cond3tions. We tested whether the presence of other humans in the visual scene
influenced action adaptation aftereffects. We carried out the same tests at fixation and
in the far periphery (40° eccentricity) to test peripheral viewing. Our study reveals a clear
and robust adaptation aftereffect on the perception of actions at both eccentricities and
with all crowd conditions. At the same time the adaptation effect demonstrates that the
perception of actions is malleable: it can be altered by the prior prolonged presentation
of another action even in the far periphery. Antagonistic adaptation effects (i.e.
perceptual biases away from the adaptor action) have often been interpreted in terms
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of a contrastive organization of the underlying visual processes (for details see Leopold
et al., 2001; Webster, 2011). In line with Leopold et al. (2001) and Webster (2011), we
suggest that high-level action adaptation aftereffects might be explained in terms of
perceptual channels sensitive to actions (see Gardner, 1973 for more details about
perceptual channels). Our results suggest that the contrastive representation holds true
for the two actions used in the experiment, which can be seen in the antagonistic effect
of the two adaptation conditions. We thereby extend previous research of movement
direction adaptation (Barraclough and Jellema, 2011) into the realm of social action
adaptation and propose that perceptual channels concerned with the discrimination of
actions are organized in a contrastive fashion. The contrastive representation was also
shown in other studies in our lab for different action pairs, for example punch and
handshake, punch and fist-bump, handshake and high-five (see also de la Rosa et al.
2014). Whether this is generalizable to all possible human actions is not clear and would
be subject to future research.
The adaptation aftereffect was significantly reduced in the periphery compared to
fixation. This reduction at 40° eccentricity could originate from the decreased visual
resolution found at such a far eccentricity. Indeed, previous research on biological
motion stimuli has shown that biological motion perception in the periphery suffers in
comparison to central vision (Ikeda et al., 2005, 2013; B. Thompson et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, the mere presence of an adaptation aftereffect even at 40° eccentricity
indicates that participants were able to recognize the action even that far into the visual
periphery. This is broadly in line with other research that suggests that participants are
remarkably good at recognizing actions in the visual periphery (Fademrecht, Bülthoff,
and de la Rosa, accepted). Moreover, the fact that antagonistic adaptation aftereffects
were observed even in the visual periphery suggests that contrastive encoding of actions
is not specific to foveal vision.
The non-significant effect of crowd condition could be related to previous research that
has shown that other adaptation effects (e.g. orientation adaptation) are little affected
by crowding. For example, Blake et al. (2006) showed that crowding does not reduce the
adaptation aftereffect for simple features (e.g., orientation-dependent thresholdelevation aftereffect) when stimuli are presented with high contrast. Similarly, Pelli and
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Tillman (2008) report that crowding prevents the ability to judge target orientation,
while it permits the occurrence of an orientation specific adaptation aftereffect. While
these studies report that orientation adaptation is little affected by crowding, as we
found in our own study with action adaptation, the suggested underlying mechanism
might not apply to the results of our study. Specifically, Pelli and Tillman (2008) explain
these effects within a two-step object recognition processes. In the first step, which is
susceptible to adaptation, object features are detected. In the second step features are
combined. According to Pelli and Tillman (2008), feature combination is susceptible to
crowding. This explanation is more difficult to reconcile with the results of our study
because the visual features critical for the recognition of actions are assumed to be
combinations of 'object' features of Pelli and Tillman's first stage (Pelli & Tillman, 2008).
Hence according to Pelli and Tillman's explanation, one would expect action adaptation
to be affected by crowding, which is not what we found. Based on our findings we do
not want to exclude the possibility that crowding might affect action adaptation for
other crowd configurations. For example, our crowd stimuli were presented at a larger
virtual distance from the observer than the target stimuli (6 m vs 4 m away). Our study
contains a variety of monocular depth cues (e.g. occlusion, vertical position in the field,
relative size), do those monocular depth cues influence crowding in our experiment?
Freeman and Simoncelli (2011; Whitney and Levi 2011) have shown that crowding
occurs with images containing monocular depth cues suggesting that these cues have
only little effects on crowding.
In order to examine whether the results of Experiment 1 generalize to other recognition
task, we probed the sensitivity of action recognition to peripheral and foveal
presentation of actions under different crowd conditions in Experiment 2.

5.4 Experiment 2
5.4.1 Methods
We used the same methods as in Experiment 1 except for the following:
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Participants: We recruited 17 participants (thirteen female) from the local community
of Tübingen (of which 12 also participated in the first experiment). The ages ranged from
21 to 56 (M=31.29, SD=9.82).
Procedure and Design:

The clap action and the hug action (no morphed actions

were used) were presented at 0° and 40° eccentricity randomly in all conditions (no
crowd, neutral crowd and active crowd condition, there was no static crowd condition).
Participants were asked to categorize each action as either clap or hug as fast and
accurately as possible. Answers could be given any time directly after stimulus onset via
key-press. As measures of recognition performance participants’ accuracy and reaction
times were recorded.

5.4.2 Results
We assessed recognition performance in terms of reaction time and accuracy. The
results for the two dependent variables are presented separately. Only reaction times
for correct responses were considered in this analysis. Participants’ reaction times did
not increase at 40° eccentricity and did not depend on the crowd condition (Figure 12).
Moreover, there seems to be some modulation in reaction times with crowd conditions
at foveal presentations but no modulation of reaction times with crowd condition at 40°
eccentricity. A linear mixed model with crowd condition and eccentricity as fixed factors
and participant as random factor was calculated. For reaction times (Figure 23) we found
a significant main effect of eccentricity (F(1, 80) = 13.919, p < .001). The main effect of
crowd (F(2, 80) = 0.594, p = 0.555) and the interaction between crowd and eccentricity
(F(2, 80) = 2.397, p = 0.098) were non significant.
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Figure 12: Mean reaction times and standard errors for the three crowd conditions at 0°
and 40° eccentricity

The mean accuracy was 94 % (SE = 0.3%) and therefore well above chance level for both
tested eccentricities and the three crowd conditions (Figure 13). The accuracy results
were analyzed using a linear mixed model with crowd condition and eccentricity as fixed
factors and participant as random factor. The results show a significant main effect of
eccentricity (F(1, 80) = 25.245, p < .001), while the main effect of crowd (F(2, 80) = 0.002,
p = 0.998) and the interaction of crowd and eccentricity (F(2, 80) = 0.003, p = 0.999)
were non significant.
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Figure 13: Mean proportion correct and standard errors for the three crowd conditions
at 0° and 40° eccentricity

5.4.3 Discussion
The results reveal a significant increase in reaction time in far visual periphery compared
to central vision suggesting that recognition performance is worse in the periphery. This
result is in line with previous findings of Fademrecht and colleagues (2016), showing that
action recognition is possible in far periphery but decreases for eccentricities larger than
30°. The presence of a crowd had no significant influence on the participants’ action
recognition performance. Even in the visual periphery where crowding effects could be
anticipated the presence of the crowd had no significant influence on the recognition
performance. This result is surprising in the light of other findings. For example, Ikeda
and colleagues (2013) as well as Thornton and Vuong (2004) showed effects impairing
effects of flanking stimuli on the perception of point-light walkers. Our experiment
differs in several ways from these previous studies. First, we used a stick figure avatar
instead of the point-light stimuli employed in previous research. The stick figure
provides more form information than point-light stimuli, which might enhance
recognition performance. Second, our stimuli were life sized while previous stimuli were
much smaller. It is possible that recognition of actions in crowded environments
perform better under these more natural stimulus sizes conditions. In any case our
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results demonstrate that the presence of a crowd has only little influence on the action
recognition when action recognition is assessed in more realistic viewing scenarios with
life size human-like actors.

5.5 General Discussion
Embedding an action into a crowd did not significantly modify action adaptation effects
or action recognition performance. Surprisingly, neither a crowd, performing neutral
idle movements that did not resemble the target actions, nor a crowd of people that
performs the actual target actions does influence human action recognition and action
adaptation aftereffects. These findings imply that action-sensitive visual processes are
little influenced by the presence of other individuals in the scene. Such robustness of
visual categorization mechanisms with regards to crowded environments would clearly
be advantageous for real-life social interactions where actions often occur in the
presence of other people.
To what degree can additional individuals in the visual field, standing close to the actor,
induce crowding effects in our experiments? When relating our results to findings in the
crowding literature, it is important to note some differences with regards to stimulus
contrast stimulus size. For example, our stimuli were shown at a contrast level and size
level well above detection threshold level (i.e. supra-threshold). What is the effect of
supra-threshold size and contrast on crowding effects? We argue that crowding effects
can be observed with supra-contrast threshold stimuli, as Ikeda et al. (2013) have shown
in their study about crowding in biological motion. Specifically, Ikeda et al. (2013) used
supra-contrast threshold stimuli and were able to observe crowding effects for
biological motion stimuli that were 4° tall with maximum contrast (white point-light
display on black background) presented at 5° eccentricity. In their study, the stimulus
contrast was much higher than in our experiment which presented grey stick figures on
a grey background. In terms of contrast our stimuli are less supra-threshold than in the
study of Ikeda et al. (2013) while being still highly visible and leading to a high
recognition performance as the results of Experiment 2 show. Although the size of our
stimuli was much larger than in the study of Ikeda et al. (2013), we assessed adaptation
aftereffect and action recognition at much larger eccentricity. Critical for the occurrence
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of crowding effects is usually the critical distance between the target and the flankers.
Crowding happens when the target-flanker separation is smaller than a critical distance.
Bouma (1970) outlines an estimate for the critical distance for which crowding can be
observed as half the eccentricity of the stimulus' presentation location. In our study, the
stimuli are presented at 0° and 40° eccentricity, which results in a critical spacing of 0°
in the fovea and a critical spacing of 20° at 40° eccentricity. Because the test stimuli
overlapped with stick figures of the crowd on every trial, the target-flanker separation
was sufficiently small for crowding to occur. In sum, the visual parameters for our stimuli
are likely to have allowed for crowding effects to occur in our experiments despite the
supra-threshold nature of the stimuli. Our results indicate that action adaptation
aftereffects and action recognition very little affected by crowding.
An important aim of the present study was to use a paradigm with increased ecological
validity compared to previous research in this field. To this end we chose life-size human
stick figures that performed actions as stimuli. Although the resemblance between stick
figures and real-life actors may be disputed, we argue here that the benefits outweigh
the costs: we were not only able to use dynamic actions rather than static images
thereof, but we furthermore minimized the chances that our results are clothing-, body
shape-, or gender-specific. Despite their simplicity, stick figures provide a clear step
toward real-life actors when compared to the point-light walkers used in many previous
studies. Additionally, by the use of a panoramic display we were able to test a large
portion of the horizontal extent of the visual field, which increased the generality of our
finding as well and moves this research towards real-life conditions.

5.6 Conclusion
Action adaptation is a useful tool to specifically target action recognition processes.
Using action adaptation, we observed a significant adaptation aftereffect at fixation as
well as in the visual periphery, although the latter was slightly weaker. It suggests that
the human ability to categorize human social actions is extremely robust across the
visual field. Furthermore, using an adaptation paradigm and an action recognition task
we showed that the presence of a crowd does not impair action discrimination in both
cases, in central vision and in far periphery.
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